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WELCOME TO  
FINANCE OF AMERICA MORTGAGE  
VA TRAINING 
The promise of what Finance of America Mortgage offers to its valued business partners will 
change the landscape of our industry and transform the home mortgage experience for your 
customers.  It is our goal to provide our third-party originators with the very best in loan 
products, customer service levels and quality training.   

This workbook outlines the VA loan program guidelines at Finance of America and is designed 
to help you originate more VA loans.  We have included important information including how 
to submit a loan with Finance of America as well as several checklists to help you and your 
team process your loans quicker which will result in a timely delivery of service to your 
customers.  

It is our goal to help you deliver positive experiences to your customers and it is the most 
critical focus for us at Finance of America.  We thank you for the opportunity to serve you as 
a third-party loan originator and to help you serve your customers. 

ABOUT THIS WORKBOOK 

This workbook is divided into sections to help you easily navigate to the information you need.  
At the end, you will find important resource links and checklists.  You can start at the 
beginning and work your way through the entire workbook or jump to the sections that pertain 
to your exact scenario.  

We also have additional training resources available for you at our website at 
www.famwholesale.com  
  

Introduction 

http://www.famwholesale.com/
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HISTORY OF VA 
THE HISTORY OF THE VA HOME LOAN PROGRAM 

VA Guaranteed Loans are made by private lenders to eligible Veterans for the purchase or 
refinance of a home.  The VA loan program began in 1944 through the original Servicemen's 
Readjustment Act; also, known as the GI Bill of Rights.  

The Veterans Administration (VA) is not a bank and the VA does not loan the money, fund or 
service the loan.  What the VA does is guarantee the loan or in simple terms, they “vouch” 
for the Veteran so that the Veteran can purchase a home.   

The VA guaranty provides protection to the lender against loss if the Veteran fails to repay 
the loan. The guaranty replaces the protection the lender normally receives by requiring a 
down payment or mortgage insurance and allows Veterans the ability to obtain favorable 
financing terms. 

VA has been around for 60+ years and is one of the greatest benefits to Veterans. The VA 
Home Loan Program is also one of the most stable loan programs in today’s market and one 
of the only financing options that goes to 100% LTV.   

Did you know that there are over 22 Million Veterans in the U.S. and only 1.65 active Million 
VA home loans?  This means there are virtually millions of Veterans who are not aware or 
have not utilized their VA benefit of homeownership.   

The VA Home Loan Program allows eligible Veterans, no matter where they are in life to 
purchase a home and utilize their VA benefits.  From the junior sailor who is looking to qualify 
on their BAH to the seasoned Veteran wanting to qualify for a Jumbo home loan, they can 
utilize their VA eligibility to help them purchase the home of their dreams.   

Our goal is to provide you with valuable information on the VA Home Loan so that you can 
know: 

• Guidelines of the VA home benefit 

• Who qualifies for VA eligibility 

• How to originate and process VA loans with Finance of America 

• What Military members think of their VA loan benefit 

• How to build your business with the VA home benefit 
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HELPING VETERANS BUY HOMES 
BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS AROUND VA HOME LOAN  

You may not know much about the VA Home Loan program, or think that there are many 
veterans in your area, but the reality is that we as American’s, owe it to our Veterans to help 
educate them on their home loan benefits. 
 
While it may not be a focus for your 
business, one of the questions you should 
always ask your borrowers is, “Have you 
served for our country?”  If they answer 
yes, then your first response should be, 
“Thank you for your service.”  Then the 
next should be, “Have you ever considered 
using your eligibility for a VA Home Loan?” 
If you make this a habit, then you will be 
surprised to find out how many Veterans 
there are in your market. 

MARKETING TO BUILD AWARENESS 

There are many opportunities for you to raise awareness for Veterans eligibility for the VA 
Home Loan Benefit.  One idea is to connect with companies in your area and offer to attend 
a job fair or conduct an internal training program on the VA Home Loan Program at their 
office.  Many of today’s top companies hold job or career fairs where you can offer to attend 
and set up a booth to answer questions about the VA Home Loan Benefit. Conduct research 
in your market to determine which local employers hire a lot of veterans. You may also 
perform a Google search for large employers near you and contact their HR department to 
offer to conduct a class or to share information. Most companies want their veterans and all 
valued employees to buy homes locally and put roots down near their place of employment. 
It helps them retain their talent.  
 
Make a plan to phone various HR departments and offer to do a 20-minute presentation on 
the Veteran Home Loan Benefit (be sure to refer to it as a benefit vs. a loan program) in their 
lunch or conference room.  By educating, you are providing their employees their hard-won 
benefit. Once an originator does a great job for a veteran of a big firm, word will spread fast 
among a large closely knit group of employed veterans and their civilian co-workers too!   
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UNDERSTANDING THE VETERAN’S 
BENEFIT 
 

The VA Lender’s Handbook specifically states, “VA loans involve a Veteran’s benefit.  
Therefore, lenders are encouraged to make VA loans to all qualified Veterans who apply.  VA’s 
underwriting standards are intended to provide guidelines for lenders’ underwriters as well as 
VA’s underwriters.  Underwriting decisions must be based on sound application of the 
underwriting standards, and underwriters are expected to use good judgment and flexibility 
in applying the guidelines. 

VA USES 

• Eligible veteran who has available entitlement. 

• The loan must be for an eligible purpose. 

• Occupy as a primary residence within a reasonable period after the loan closes. 

• Satisfactory credit risk. 

• The income must be stable and sufficient to meet the mortgage payments and cover 
the cost of owning a home while taking care of other obligations and expenses and still 
have enough money left over to support their family. 
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BENEFITS OF VA 
VA loans will always have a place in the market whether their costs rise or fall. The VA 
requirements for credit score and down payments are far lower than for conventional loans. 

VA provides the following benefits: 

• No down payment, 100% financing  

• No monthly mortgage insurance premiums 

• No reserve requirements (1 unit properties, up to $417,000) 

• AU and traditional underwriting 

• Seller can pay for closing costs, PLUS 4% concessions 

• Seller can pay off debt for veteran (part of 4%) 

• 100% gift funds allowed 

• Easily refinanced when rates drop using an IRRRL 

OVERVIEW 

• Must be for veteran’s own personal occupancy 

• Max guaranty is up to 25% of the Freddie Mac max conforming limit 

• No down payment required – up to 100% financing 

• Ability to finance the VA Funding Fee 

• Offers Fixed or ARM option loan - fully amortizable – No interest-only options 

• Flexible credit standards 

• No mortgage insurance premiums 

• An assumable mortgage 

• No prepayment Penalties 

• VA offers assistance to borrowers in default 

• Lenders control the pace of the transaction 

•  Assumable 
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PRODUCTS 
 

There are Three Categories to the VA Home Loan Program 

1. Standard Loans up to $417,000 
• 15 YR and 30 YR Fixed 
• 5/1 ARM 
• 1/1/5 Caps, 2% Margin 
• Constant Maturity Index (CMT) 
• Qualify at Note Rate 

2. High Balance Loans – 30 YR Fixed 
Over 417k and up to county conforming limits as published by VA 

3. Jumbo Loans – 30 YR Fixed 
Over county conforming limits as published by VA and up to 1.5 Million Product  
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GUIDELINES 
THE BASICS 

1. Primary Residence Only 
2. 1-4 Units  
3. Purchase, Rate and Term and Cash Out  
4. 580 Minimum Credit Score* 
5. High Balance 
6. Second Homes and Non-Owner are not allowed on any type of purchase or refinance 

 
 

 

• Primary residence only, must certify that they intend to live in the home. 
• If the buyer is on active duty, a spouse may certify occupancy. 
• Single or married service members deployed from their permanent duty station are 

considered to be in a temporary-duty status and are able to certify intent to occupy, 
there is no need to have a spouse certify occupancy. 

 

NOTE: *Check FAM guidelines for all credit score requirements. 
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GUIDELINES TABLE 

 
1) A 700 credit score is required for VA Jumbo total loan amounts >$1mil up to $1.5mil.  
2) IRRRLs are not available with Jumbo loan amounts.  
3) Unlimited CLTV with existing subordinate financing. New subordinate financing not allowed. 
 

 
 
  

NOTE: The underwriting information contained in this document is 
intended for use in conjunction with the VA Lender's Handbook and 
subsequent applicable VA Circulars. 
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VETERAN CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY 
 

A veteran is eligible for VA home loan benefits if served in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine 
Corps, Coast Guard, Reserves or National Guard and was discharged under conditions other 
than dishonorable. 

Veteran must also have suitable credit, sufficient income, and a valid Certificate of 
Eligibility (COE) to be eligible for a VA-guaranteed home loan. 

 

The home must be for the borrower’s own personal occupancy or their family’s occupancy if 
abroad on active duty. 

Eligibility requirements to obtain a COE for Service members and Veterans, spouses, and 
other eligible beneficiaries are reviewed in detail later in this training.  

Eligibility Table 

War & Peace Time Period Active Duty Dates Min Service Requirement 

WWII 9/16/1940 – 7/25/1947 90 Total Days 

Post – WWII 7/26/1957 – 6/26/1950 181 Contiguous Days 

Korean War 6/27/1950 – 1/31/1955  90 Total Days 

Post-Korean War 2/1/1955 – 8/4/1964 181 Contiguous Days 

Vietnam War 2/28/1961 – 5/7/1975  90 Total Days 

Post-Vietnam War 5/8/1975 – 9/7/1980* 181 Contiguous Days 

Gulf War 8/2/1990 – Present Full Period or 2 Years 

 

NOTE: In order to submit a VA Loan, a Certificate of Eligibility must be 
ordered immediately, or obtained directly from the veteran.  This will 
determine if your veteran/borrower is eligible for a VA loan. 
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Veteran/Borrower Eligibility 
 

• Only the spouse of the veteran is eligible to co-borrow with the veteran, without FAM 
exception and VA prior approval. 

• FAM Exception/VA Prior Approval 

o Veteran & one or more non-veterans (other than spouse) 

o Veteran & one or more veterans who will or will not be using entitlement 

o Veteran & their Veteran spouse, where both entitlements will be used 

o Veteran in receipt of VA non-service connected pension 

o Veteran who is rated incompetent by VA 

o IRRRL made to refinance delinquent VA loans 

• Non-purchasing spouse is acceptable. Current credit report and count ongoing debt 
(collections not included) required in community property states. 

• Non-occupant co-borrowers are not allowed. 

Currently on Active Duty 

Those veterans who are currently on Active Duty may be eligible for a VA Loan with a 
minimum service of 90 continuous days.  

War & Peace Time Period Active Duty Dates Min Service Requirement 

Any Any 90 Continuous Days 

 

National Guard & Reserve Member 

Veterans who served in the Persian Gulf War may meet their eligibility as listed on the chart 
below, or with the following: 

• Six years of service in Selected Reserve or National Guard and 
• Discharged honorable, or placed on retired list, or honorable transfer to Standby 

Reserve / Ready Reserve, or currently Selected Reserve. 

War & Peace Time Period Active Duty Dates Min Service Requirement 

Gulf War 8/2/1990 – Present 90 Days of Active Service 
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Certificate of Eligibility (COE) 

The borrower on the loan who is using their entitlement to guaranty the loan must be listed 
as the primary borrower (not the co-borrower). If both veterans are using entitlement, either 
borrower may be listed first, as long as it is consistent throughout the loan file. 

Full Entitlement: If the veteran has never had a VA loan or if the previous VA loan has been 
paid off and the veteran has no other outstanding VA loans. 

Partial Entitlement: If a veteran has already used a portion of his or her eligibility and the 
used portion cannot yet be restored, any partial remaining eligibility would be available for 
use. 

Eligibility is reusable depending on the circumstances. Normally, if the veteran has paid off 
their prior VA loan and disposed of the property, they can have their used eligibility restored 
for additional use. 

Entitlement Codes: Entitlement codes are tied to: 

• How the veteran served in the military 

• If they were in the reserves 

• If they are an un-remarried surviving spouse 

• If entitlement has been previously restored 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  ENTITLEMENT 
CODE 

MEANING 

  1   World War II 

  2    Korean 

  3   Post Korean 

  4   Vietnam 

  5   Entitlement Restored 

  6   Un-Remarried Surviving Spouse 

  7   Spouse of POW/MIA 

  8   Post World War II 

  9   Post Vietnam 

  10  Persian Gulf War 

  11  Selected Reserves 
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TYPES OF CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILTY 

There are 4 types of COE’s 

1. Regular/Full-Time/Active Duty – Green  

2. Reservist/National Guard - Gold 

3. Annotated for Unmarried Surviving 
Spouse - Green 

4. ACE (Automated Certificate of Eligibility) Certificates are computer generated - 
MOST COMMON 

 

 

OBTAINING CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBIILTY 

If Veteran does not have a COE, one can be obtained through the mail, or online through the 
Automated Certificate of Eligibility system. (ACE) within WebLGY. 

To Apply: 
• VA Form 26-1880 - Request for Certificate of Eligibility 

• Proof of Service 

• Restoration Documents as applicable (Hud-1, Deed of Release and 
Reconveyance) 

Proof of Service: 
• DD214 (must show character of Service – Member 4 copy) 

• Statement of Service for Active Duty (must include name, SS#, DOB, date of 
entry, any time lost) 

• NGB-22 (Army/Air National Guard) 

• CG-4175 (Coast Guard Reserve) 

• Chronological Statement of Retired Points Summary (Reserves/Guard) 
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Ordering Through the Mail 
To order through the mail, send the completed VA Form 26-1880, with proof of military service 
papers directly to VA: 
 

VA Loan Eligibility Center 

Attn: COE (262) 

P.O. Box 100034 

Decatur, GA 30031 

To call Certificate of Eligibility Center (Atlanta): 888.768.2132 

ORDERING ONLINE  

To order the COE online, log on to VA’s VIP site: https://vip.vba.va.gov and select WebLGY. 

• This takes you to VA’s ACE (Automated Certificate of Eligibility) system. 

• Choose Eligibility from the top dark gray bar, and scroll down to “Automated 
Certificate of Eligibility”. 

• Complete the information in the screen and click “Submit”. 

• Result will be a successful COE or a reference number.  If you receive a 
reference number, then you must submit an Electronic Application or mail your 
request to the VA Eligibility Center.  You may also upload any documents 
necessary, to complete request. 

 

ACE 

ACE cannot make all determinations. Some types of cases that cannot be processed through 
ACE include: 

• Persons whose service was or is in the Reserves/National Guard. 

• Persons who may have had prior VA loan(s) that went to foreclosure. 

• Persons who did not serve the min. required length of service and were not 
discharged for an authorized exception. 

• Persons who were discharged under conditions other than honorable. 

• Persons seeking restoration of previously used entitlement. 

• Unmarried surviving spouses. 

 

  

https://vip.vba.va.gov/
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•  
•  

VA ENTITLEMENT/GUARANTY 
 

GUARANTY 

• 25% minimum guaranty based on the lesser of the purchase price or appraised 
value. VA's guaranty will be limited to that portion of the loan allocable to the 
veteran's interest in the property. 

• A minimum of 25% of the loan amount must consist of available guaranty. If less 
than 25% guaranty is indicated on the Loan Guaranty Certificate (LGC), the Lender 
Underwriter must attach a copy of the worksheet indicating the calculations used 
to determine the full 25% guaranty. 

• Lender's maximum exposure, inclusive of the VA entitlement, is limited to 75% of 
the lesser of the sales price or appraised value. 

• The maximum guaranty is the lesser of the veteran’s available entitlement or the 
maximum potential guaranty amount detailed in the following table. 

 
LOAN AMOUNT MAXIMUM POTENTIAL GUARANTY* 

Up to $45,000 50% of the loan amount 
$45,001 to $56,250 $22,500 
$56,251 - $144,000 40% of the loan amount with a maximum of $36,000 
$144,001 - $417,000 25% of the loan amount with a maximum of $104,250 
> $417,001 The lesser of: 25% of the VA county loan limit OR 25% of the loan amount 

 

* Maximum entitlement of 25% of the VA high cost county limit. 

 

Full Available Entitlement 

$144,000 and below =$36,000 Basic 

$144,001 - $417,000* = $104,250 -36,000 =68,250 (bonus) 

* Maximum entitlement of 25% of the VA high cost county limit 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: If the veteran has another property tied to his eligibility which 
will not be restored, available entitlement must be reduced. 
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JOINT LOAN 

A VA joint loan with a Veteran and a non-Veteran that is not a spouse, will only be guaranteed 
by the VA for the Veteran's portion of the loan. 

 

ENTITLEMENT EXAMPLES 

Example 1  

Veteran has full entitlement available and is purchasing a home for $300,000 where the 
county loan limit is $417,000.  

$417,000 X 25% = $104,250 Maximum Guaranty and Available Entitlement  

$300,000 X 25% = $75,000 Guaranty and Down Payment Combination Required  

Since VA’s guaranty is limited to the lesser of 25% of the county loan limit or 25% of the loan 
amount, VA will guaranty $75,000 on Veteran’s $300,000 loan in this county. A down payment 
should not be required.  

Example 2 

Veteran has used $48,000 of entitlement on a prior loan, which may not be restored, and is 
purchasing a home for $320,000 where the county loan limit is $625,000.  

$625,000 X 25% = $156,250 Maximum Guaranty  

$156,250 - $48,000 = $108,250 Available Entitlement  

$108,250 X 4 = $433,000 maximum loan amount with 25% guaranty  

Since the proposed loan amount will be less than $433,000, the lender will receive 25% VA 
Guaranty on the loan of $320,000. A down payment should not be required.  

Example 3  

Veteran has full entitlement available and is purchasing a home for $480,000 where the 
county loan limit is $417,000.  

$417,000 X 25% = $104,250 Maximum Guaranty and Entitlement Available  

$104,250 / $480,000 = 21.72% Guaranty  

Since VA’s Guaranty will be less than 25%, a down payment will likely be required to meet 
investor requirements.  

$480,000 X 25% = $120,000  

$120,000 - $104,250 = $15,750 down payment, with resulting loan amount of $464,250 

Loan amount is a jumbo loan, since loan amount is over the maximum county limit of 
$417,000 
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Example 4  

Veteran has used $27,500 of entitlement on a prior loan, which may not be restored, and is 
purchasing a home for $320,000 where the county loan limit is $417,000.  

$417,000 X 25% = $104,250 Maximum Guaranty  

$104,250 - $27,500 = $76,750 Available Entitlement 

$76,750 / $320,000 = 23.98% Guaranty  

$76,750 X 4 = $307,000 Maximum Loan Amount with 25% Guaranty  

Since VA’s Guaranty will be less than 25%, a down payment will likely be required to meet 
investor requirements.  

$320,000 X 25% = $80,000  

$80,000 - $76,750 = $3,250 Down Payment  

 

ENTITLEMENT CALCULATION  

1a Enter $36,000 entitlement for all loans < $144,000    $ 

  OR   OR 

1b Enter 25% of the VA county limit for loans > $144,000   $ 

2 Less used entitlement if applicable - $                                                   

3 Entitlement available for new loan (1a, or 1b - 2) = $ 
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Maximum Loan Amount Calculation/No Down Payment 

5 Entitlement amount from Line 3   $ 

6 Multiply x 4 (VA Guaranty is 25%, FAM exposure is 75%) x 4 

7a Maximum possible loan amount = $ 

7b Purchase - Sales Price or appraised value (NOV) whichever is 
less 

= $ 

7c County: _________________ 2016 VA County Loan Limit = $ 

7d Refinance - standard and cash out - 100% of Appraised Value = $ 

8 Maximum Loan Amount - lesser of 7a, 7b, 7c or 7d   $ 
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Required Down Payment Calculation  

8 Lesser of appraised value (NOV) / sales price    $ 

9 Less maximum loan amount from line 8 - $ 

10 Required down payment/equity   $ 

 

RESTORATION OF VA ENTITLEMENT 

Veterans can restore a previously-used entitlement to purchase another home with a VA if: 

• The property purchased with the prior VA loan has been sold and the loan paid in full. 

If the Veteran qualifies to restore a previously-used entitlement, the following must occur: 

• FAM can conduct a concurrent close from one VA loan to another VA loan. In order to 
do this the following must be included: 

o Certificate of Eligibility for Veteran reflecting outstanding VA LIN#. 
o Copy of Existing Note or Deed matching outstanding VA LIN#. 
o At close of escrow for new purchase, provide HUD 1 for sale of property that 

has existing VA LIN tied to it. 
o Funding Fee will be subsequent use, unless veteran is exempt from Funding 

Fee. 
o Underwriter will make notes to show concurrent close for post-closing. 

The second way a Veterans may restore a previously-used entitlement if a qualified Veteran-
transferee (buyer) agrees to assume the VA loan and substitute his or her entitlement for the 
same amount of entitlement originally used by the Veteran seller. 

Finally, the entitlement may also be restored one time only if the Veteran has repaid the prior 
VA loan in full, but has not disposed of the property purchased with the prior VA loan. 

Remaining entitlement and restoration of entitlement can be requested through the VA 
Eligibility Center by completing VA Form 26-1880. 

http://www.vba.va.gov/pubs/forms/VBA-26-1880-ARE.pdf
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PURCHASE TRANSACTIONS 
 

PURCHASE CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS 

 

• FAM will not accept re-negotiated purchase agreements that increase the sales price 
AFTER the original appraisal has been completed if: 

• The appraised value is HIGHER than contracted price provided to the appraiser. 

• AND the new purchase agreement and/or addendum used to modify the sales 
price is dated AFTER the appraisal is received. 

• AND The only change to the purchase agreement is an increase in SALES PRICE 

• If the purchase agreement is re-negotiated after the completion of appraisal, the LTV 
will be based on the lower of original purchase price or appraised value UNLESS: 

• Renegotiation of only seller-paid closing costs and/or prepaids, when the seller 
paid closing costs are common and customary for the market. 

• OR an amended purchase agreement for new construction is obtained due to 
improvements made that impact the tangible value of the property.  An updated 
appraisal must be obtained to verify the modifications/changes. 

 

VA ESCAPE CLAUSE 

 
The following VA Escape Clause is required on all purchase transactions: 

 

  

It is expressly agreed that, notwithstanding any other provisions of this contract, the 
purchaser shall not incur any penalty by forfeiture of earnest money or otherwise or be 
obligated to complete the purchase of the property described herein, if the contract 
purchase price or cost exceeds the reasonable value of the property established by the 
Department of Veterans Affairs. The purchaser shall, however, have the privilege and 
option of proceeding with the consummation of this contract without regard to the amount 
of the reasonable value established by the Department of Veterans Affairs. (Authority: 38 
U.S.C. 501, 3703(c)(1)) 
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REFINANCE TRANSACTIONS 
 

REGULAR OR “CASH OUT” REFINANCE 

• Regular refinance is considered to be both Rate and Term AND Cash Out (IRRRL is not 
included here). 

• May pay off any type of lien, doesn’t have to be a VA loan. 
• Free and clear properties are ineligible. 
• Maximum LTV is 100% on VA Plus program excluding Jumbo. 
• Proceeds may be used to pay fees, charges and discount points. 
• Total of following items cannot exceed 90% of Value (NOV): 

o Payoff of liens 

o Fees and charges, other than VA funding fee 

o Reasonable discount points 

o Cash to veteran 

• Refinance of construction and installment land sales contracts are okay to 100% LTV.  
Structure as a purchase.  Use lesser of VA reasonable value plus funding fee or sum 
of outstanding payoff plus closing costs, including funding fee and discount points. 

• Recently listed properties must be off market for 6 months. 

• Termite report and clearance required on heavy to moderate infestation Areas-See 
Map. 

MAXIMUM CASH OUT 

Loan up to $417,000 - unlimited 

Loan over $417,000 - unlimited on VA Plus product 

MAXIMUM LTV/CLTV 

• Maximum LTV: 90%. Maximum CLTV: 90%. 
• Up to 90% of the value of the property indicated on the Notice of Value (NOV) plus 

the VA funding fee. 
• Cash proceeds from loan may be used to pay fees, charges, and discount points. 
• If paid from loan proceeds, the total of the following items cannot exceed 90% of 

reasonable value: 
o Payoff of liens 
o Fees and charges, other than VA funding fee 
o Reasonable discount points 
o Cash to the veteran 
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RECENTLY LISTED PROPERTIES 

• Refinances on properties listed for sale are not permitted. Properties previously listed 
for sale must have the listing cancelled six months prior to the loan application date 
or the loan is subject to 70% LTV. 

• A copy of the canceled/expired listing should be placed in the file and a search of the 
current multiple listing service should be completed to verify that the property is not 
currently listed by a different agency. 

• A letter of Intent to Occupy from the borrower is required. 

REFINANCE OF CONSTRUCTION LOANS AND INSTALLMENT LAND SALES CONTRACTS 

• 100% maximum LTV. The value may not exceed the lesser of: 
o The VA reasonable value plus the VA funding fee OR 
o The sum of the outstanding balance of the loan to be refinanced plus allowable 

closing costs (including the funding fee) and discounts. 
• Loan must be structured as a purchase transaction to permit the maximum LTV to 

exceed 90%. 

GENERAL REFINANCE GUIDELINES 

• A VA-guaranteed cash-out refinance may be used to pay off any type of lien or liens 
against the secured property. The liens to be paid off may be current or delinquent 
and may be from any source (for example, VA, FHA, or conventional mortgages and/or 
tax. 

• All non-streamline (non-IRRRL) VA refinances are considered "cash-out" (no 
differentiation between rate/term and cash-out. All refinances are considered cash-
out, even if the borrower is paying off a purchase-money lien and/or not receiving any 
cash back at closing. 

• The veteran must have ownership rights to the property with the existing lien. 
• Free and clear properties are ineligible (subject property must have an existing lien). 

SUBORDINATE FINANCING 

• Regular Refinance (non IRRRL) CLTV is 90%. 
• IRRRL CLTV is 100% calculated using TOTAL loan amount (including funding fee) 
• Purchase is 100%. 
• Second mortgage must subordinate to VA first loan. 
• No cash back to veteran from the VA first or second mortgage obtained simultaneously. 
• Veteran must qualify for the second mortgage. 
• Interest rate: 

o Refinances subordinating, rate may exceed VA first rate, but may not exceed 
industry standards. 

o Purchases, the interest rate may not exceed the rate on the VA first. 
• Second lien must be assumable to qualified veterans. 
• Grace period should be reasonable before a late charge or foreclosure proceedings in 

event of a default. 
• Unusual terms are subject to VA approval, as requested by FAM UW. 
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Secondary financing is acceptable as long as the veteran is not placed in a substantially 
worse position than if the entire amount borrowed had been guaranteed by VA. In 
addition, the following requirements must be met: 

Factor Requirement 
CLTV Must meet CLTV requirements (see LTV / CLTV section) 
Simultaneous Secondary financing must be obtained simultaneously with the VA 
Documentation Documentation must be provided disclosing the source, amount, and repayment terms of the 

second mortgage and agreement to such terms by the veteran and any co-obligor. 
Lien Positions The second mortgage must be subordinated to the VA first lien 
Allowable 
Purpose 

The proceeds of the second mortgage may be for items such as, but not limited to: 
• Closing costs 
• A down payment 
Secondary financing may not be used to cover any portion of a down payment required by VA 
to cover the excess of the purchase price over the VA’s reasonable value. 

Cash Back There can be no cash back to the veteran from the VA first or second mortgage obtained 
simultaneously. 

Underwriting The veteran must qualify for the second mortgage which is underwritten as an additional 
recurring monthly obligation. 

Interest Rate REFINANCES (subordinating existing lien): The interest rate on the second mortgage may 
exceed the rate on the VA guaranteed first lien; however, it may not exceed industry standards 
for second mortgages  

PURCHASES: The interest rate on the second mortgage may not exceed the rate on the VA 
guaranteed first lien 

Assumability The second mortgage must be assumable by creditworthy purchasers. The second lien should 
never restrict the veteran's ability to sell the property. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

Factor  Requirement 
Grace Period There should be a reasonable grace period before: 
  • A late charge comes due 
  OR  
  • Commencement of foreclosure proceedings in the event of default. 
Unusual Terms Second mortgages bearing unusual terms, interest rates, etc. are sometimes offered. The Lender 

Underwriter may consult VA if it is unclear whether the terms of the second mortgage meet VA standards. 
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IRRRL TRANSACTIONS 
 

IRRRL (INTEREST RATE REDUCTION REFINANCE LOAN) 

• Current loan must be a VA loan, PITI/Rate must be improving. 
• Funding Fee is 0.5%. 
• Not allowed on jumbo loan amounts. 
• All borrowers must occupy. 
• Surviving spouse of deceased veteran, considered as the veteran as long as they were 

co-obligor on loan being refinanced.  Must occupy property. 

Generally; the parties obligated on the original VA loan must be the same parties on the new 
loan and the veteran must still own the property. However, some ownership changes may be 
acceptable. The following outlines when a change in mortgagors is permitted: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing VA Loan New Loan Yes/No 
Unmarried Vet Veteran & new spouse Yes 
Unmarried Vet Spouse only (deceased veteran) No 

 Different veteran who has substituted his/her entitlement Yes 
Vet & Spouse Divorced veteran only Yes 
Vet & Spouse Veteran & different spouse Yes 
Vet & Spouse Spouse only (deceased veteran) Yes 
Vet & Spouse Divorced spouse only No 
Vet & Spouse Different spouse only (deceased veteran) No 
Vet & Non-Vet (joint obligors) Veteran only Yes 
Vet & Non-Vet (joint obligors) Non-veteran only No 

NOTE: The only instance a spouse can be removed from an existing VA 
loan is in the event of divorce or death. 
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LOAN AMOUNT LIMITS 

• Maximum guaranty for loans in excess of $144,000 is calculated by multiplying the 
loan amount times 25%. 

• The 25% minimum VA guaranty/entitlement is considered satisfied for Interest Rate 
Reduction Refinance Loans regardless of the dollar amount of guaranty being 
transferred from the previous loan. 

• Jumbo loan amounts are not allowed on IRRRL transactions. 

STANDARD LOAN AMOUNTS 

Maximum total loan amount (base loan amount + funding fee) cannot exceed the lesser of: 
mortgage limits for each county or conforming loan limits ($417,000 for continental US, 
$625,500 for AK & HI). 

 

LTV / CLTV CALCULATION 

• 100% LTV / Unlimited CLTV for existing subordinate financing.  
• LTVs on IRRRLs are calculated using the TOTAL loan amount (Base Loan Amount + 

Funding Fee).  
• Lender Underwriters must calculate LTV outside of the Lender's system to ensure that 

LTV does not exceed 100% based on the total loan amount. 
• Online status inquiry (in lieu of COE). 
• In lieu of obtaining an updated COE from the VA, confirm the status of an existing VA 

loan by visiting the website http://vip.vba.va.gov 

 

To Submit IRRRL Status Inquiries:   

• The first six digits of the VA lender identification number and an e-mail address are 
required.  

• If the response from the RLC confirms the loan is an active VA guaranteed loan made 
to the veteran, a COE will not be required. Use the printout from the RLC 
Verify the VA case number provided by the VA matches the VA case number of the 
existing loan before closing the IRRRL. 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: To calculate the maximum total loan amount (and guaranty) for a 
particular property, go to: 

http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/loan_limits.asp 

 
 

http://vip.vba.va.gov/
http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/loan_limits.asp
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CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY 

• Online status inquiry may be obtained in lieu of an updated COE. 
• Go to https://vip.vba.va.gov, then Eligibility, then Prior Loan Validation.  You will need 

the veteran’s LIN (loan number), or Social Security number or Service Number AND 
the borrower’s last name. 

• If there is an active loan, it will result after clicking Search. 
• Print out the results, checking that that the case number matches the LIN/Loan 

number of existing loan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONLINE STATUS INQUIRY (IN LIEU OF COE) 

In lieu of obtaining an updated COE from the VA, confirm the status of an existing VA loan by 
visiting the website http://vip.vba.va.gov 

 

To Submit IRRRL Status Inquiries:   

• The first six digits of the VA lender identification number and an e-mail address are 
required.  

• If the response from the RLC confirms the loan is an active VA guaranteed loan made 
to the veteran, a COE will not be required. Use the printout from the RLC 
Verify the VA case number provided by the VA matches the VA case number of the 
existing loan before closing the IRRRL. 

 

LOAN AMOUNT/GUARANTY 

• The guaranty will always be 25% since the new loan is replacing an existing VA loan, 
with the same amount of entitlement. 

• Maximum LTV is 100%, existing second liens may subordinate to unlimited CLTV, no 
NEW secondary financing. 

• Maximum loan amount determined by VA county limits.  
• New loan amount may include: 

http://vip.vba.va.gov/
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o Unpaid principal balance (including accrued interest and late fees) 
o Allowable closing costs, including prepaid closing costs. 
o Maximum 2 discount points. 
o Funding Fee. 

• Use IRRRL Worksheet. 
• New loan amount may NOT include: 

o Payoff of existing junior liens. 
o Borrowers may not receive more than $500 cash back. 

 

NET TANGIBLE BENEFIT 

36-month recoup of closing costs OR the total PITI must be decreasing at least 5%. 

 

TERM, INTEREST RATE AND PAYMENT CHANGES 

• Term increase – may not exceed original term by more than 10 years. 
• Interest rate must be decreasing, unless refinancing ARM to fixed. 
• The P&I payment must be less than previous loan unless: 

o Refinancing from ARM to Fixed or 
o The term of new loan is less than term of existing loan. 

• If PITI increases by more than 20%, ability to repay must be verified. 
• If Loan is a manual underwrite it is not eligible for submission to DU. 

 

PROPERTIES PREVIOUSLY LISTED FOR SALE 

Properties previously listed for sale are permitted with listing cancellation at least one day 
prior to loan application date.  Copy of the cancellation/expired listing is required.  Search of 
MLS should be completed. 

 

IRRRL APPRAISAL 

• 2055 HVCC Interior/Exterior is required, (including a 1004MC). Must be ordered 
through FAM’s appraisal dept., not through VA site (WEBLGY). 

• Required repairs should be addressed for health and safety. Property condition must 
be rated “average” or better. 

• Total loan must be supported by value of property, equal or greater than total loan. 
• Required repairs should be addressed - any repairs that impact safety, livability or 

habitability must be completed. The property condition must be rated "average" or 
better. 

• The total loan amount must be supported by the value of the property. The appraised 
value must be supported and be equal to or greater than the total loan amount. 
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SUBORDINATE FINANCING 

• The new IRRRL must replace the existing VA loan as the first lien on the same property. 
Any second-lien holder would have to agree to subordinate to the first lien holder. 

• An existing 2nd mortgage may be subordinated (new subordinate financing is not 
allowed). 

PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY 

Termite Inspections: Termite inspections are not required on VA IRRRL transactions. 
However, one may be required at the Underwriter's discretion. 

 

RECENTLY LISTED PROPERTIES 

Properties previously listed for sale are permitted if the listing was cancelled at least one day 
prior to the loan application date. (Refinances on properties currently listed for sale are not 
permitted). 

• A copy of the canceled/expired listing should be placed in the file and a search of the 
current multiple listing service should be completed to verify that the property is not 
currently listed by a different agency. 

 

TYPES OF FINANCING 

• New loan amount may include: 
o Unpaid principal balance (including accrued interest and late fees, if applicable) 
o Allowable closing costs 
o Prepaid expenses 
o Maximum 2 discount points 
o Funding fee 

• No satisfaction of junior liens 
• 25% guaranty is considered satisfied 
• No cash back to borrower permitted (incidental minor adjustment at closing not 

exceeding $500.00 cash back is acceptable). 

UNDERWRITING 

Manual underwrite only. Not eligible for submission to DU/LP. 

 

 

NOTE: All appraisals must be ordered through Lender's Appraisal 
Department (standard HVCC process must be followed, appraisals may not 
be processed through TAS). 

No Appraisal Required when using VA Plus Product 
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IRRRL CREDIT  

• Minimum Credit Score is 640* (*with the exception of VAPlus which has Minimum 
Credit Score of 600.  See the VAPlus Guidebook and speak with your FAM Account 
Executive for more information on the VAPlus Program.)  

• All VA IRRRL transactions require a 640 minimum credit score (with the exception of 
High Balance, which requires a 660). 

• A mortgage only/credit score report is required: 
o No serious delinquent obligations in the last 12 months 

• Non-Traditional credit reports are not eligible. 
• No serious delinquency in past 12 months. 
• Housing (mortgage/rental) payment history: 

o Must be current & no 30 day or greater late payments in past 12 months. 
o If current loan is less than 12 months, a previous mortgage/rental history may 

be needed to cover 12 months. 
o Minimum 6-month payment history on current mortgage for IRRRLs. If less 

than 6 months, loan must be documented and underwritten as a standard VA 
refinance transaction. 

o Housing (Mortgage/Rental) Payment History (PITI) is inclusive of all liens 
regardless of position, as well as all occupancy types. 

IRRRL INCOME AND ASSETS 

• Income documentation is NOT required unless PITI increases by 20% or more: 
o Determine borrower has stable and reliable income to support PITI and other 

recurring monthly obligations 
o Paystubs covering at least most recent 30-day period 
o 2 years W2s 
o Telephone VOE of the borrower’s current employment 

• Asset Verification is NOT required 
• Max 50% DTI when PITI increases by 20% or more 
• VA Interest Rate Reduction Refinance Loans in Colorado: 

o Income must be stated on the application 
o No verification of income is required 
o No analysis of Income is performed 
o No asset verification required  

FAM IRRRL EXCEPTIONS FOR VA PRIOR APPROVAL 

• A veteran and one or more non-veterans (other than spouse). 
• A veteran and one or more veterans who will or will not be using entitlement. 
• A veteran and their spouse, who is also a veteran, where both entitlements will be 

used. 
• A veteran who is rated incompetent by VA. 
• IRRRL made to refinance delinquent VA loans. 
• Allow more time for processing, as these will have to be  

sent to VA for underwriting. 
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SPECIAL GUIDELINES 
 

SPECIFIC POWER OF ATTORNEY 

Power of Attorney – Must be approved by FAM Management: 

• Copy is required from Title/Escrow 
• Must be Limited, Specific or Durable 
• Cannot be used on initial loan application 
• The Veteran must sign the initial 1003 and sales contract 
• Signatures and typed names must match exactly 
• An Alive and Well Certification must be completed by FAM or commanding 

officer if active duty.  
 

ABILITY TO REPAY (ATR) FORM 

An Ability to Repay (ATR) form must be completed by a Lender Underwriter and retained 
in every loan file. 
 

AGE OF DOCUMENTS  

• Credit Documents (credit report / employment / income / assets / preliminary title 
report) must be no more than 120 days from the date the note is signed.  

• New Construction - Credit documents must be no more than 180 days old from the 
date the note is signed. 

• For age requirements related to appraisals, refer to the Appraisal section of the 
guidelines. 

INTEREST CREDIT 

Interest credit is allowed on VA Loans. The loan must fund by the 7th calendar day of the 
month preceding the first payment date. 

COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATES 

Community property states include: 

AZ, CA, ID, LA, NV, NM, TX, WA & WI 

All Alaska loans: Since AK is an "Opt-In" community property state, borrowers must sign 
Lender's "Alaska Community Property Disclosure." In the instance that the disclosure indicates 
community property, the Lender Underwriter must review agreements/trusts to determine 
whether the property securing the loan is or will be considered community property. 

If the subject property is located in a community property state, VA requires consideration of 
the spouse's credit information/debts (whether or not the spouse will be personally liable on 
the note and whether or not the applicant and spouse choose to have the spouse's income. 
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Judgments, liens or any other delinquent credit that would compromise Lender's first lien 
position must be paid off prior to closing. Other delinquent debts would only be required to 
be paid off at the Lender Underwriter's discretion. 

Refer to the "Credit" section ('Consideration of the Spouse's credit history') for further 
information on community property states. 

NON-ARMS LENGTH TRANSACTIONS 

Non-Arm’s length transactions are not allowed on short sales when the seller and buyer are 
related.  
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VA Entitlement Loan Amounts 
VA does not impose a maximum amount that an eligible veteran may borrow using a VA-
guaranteed loan; however; loan limits establish the maximum possible guaranty on a loan.  

The maximum guaranty amount (available for loans over $144,000) is 25 percent of the 
current VA limit for that county and state.  

A veteran with full entitlement available may borrow up to the limit shown below and VA will 
guarantee 25 percent of the loan amount. 

If a veteran has previously used entitlement that has not been restored, the maximum 
guaranty amount available to that veteran is reduced accordingly.  

FAM max loan amount is $1,500,000 (Investor Exception required if > $700,000. 

In the event that the sales price exceeds the county loan limit, the borrower may make up 
the difference with down payment. 
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Loan Limits 
VA does not impose a maximum amount that an eligible veteran may borrow using a VA-
guaranteed loan; however; loan limits establish the maximum possible guaranty on a loan.  

The maximum guaranty amount (available for loans over $144,000) is 25 percent of the 
current VA limit for that county and state.  

A veteran with full entitlement available may borrow up to the limit shown below and VA will 
guarantee 25 percent of the loan amount. 

If a veteran has previously used entitlement that has not been restored, the maximum 
guaranty amount available to that veteran is reduced accordingly.  

FAM max loan amount is $1,500,000 (Investor Exception required if > $700,000. 

In the event that the sales price exceeds the county loan limit, the borrower may make up 
the difference with down payment. 

2016 VA MAXIMUM LOAN LIMITS/CALIFORNIA 

Below is a chart detailing 2016 Loan Limits for California.  All other counties in CA are 
$417,000 for One Unit. For complete list of all counties and states click here. 

County VA Loan Limit 

Alameda $625,500 

Alpine $463,450 

Contra Costa $625,500 

El Dorado $474,950 

Los Angeles $625,500 

Marin $625,500 

Mono $529,000 

Monterey $529,000 

http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-Loan-Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf
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County VA Loan Limits 

Nevada $477,250 

Orange $625,500 

Placer $474,950 

  

Napa $625,500 

Sacramento $474,950 

San Benito $625,500 

San Diego $580,750 

Santa Barbara $625,500 

Santa Clara $625,500 

Santa Cruz $625,500 

Sonoma $554,300 

Ventura $603,750 

Yolo $474,950 

 

LOAN AMOUNT TERMS 

Financed Funding Fee is combined with base loan amount for determination of loan amount 
type. 

Standard Loan Amounts - loan amounts up to county limits, and up to $417,000 (including 
FF). 

High Balance Loan Amounts – loan amounts up to county limits and OVER $417,000 * 
(including FF). 

Jumbo Loan Amounts – loan amounts OVER county High Balance limits and up to $1,500,000 
* (including FF). 

* Investor Exception required for Loan Amounts > $700,000. 
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MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT 

 

Criteria 

Standard Loan 
Amounts  

<$417,000* 
(including 
funding 
fee) 

High Balance/Jumbo Loan Amounts from 
$417,001 to $1,000,000* (including funding fee)  

Maximum 
LTV/CLTV 

Purchase: 
100/100% 

Refinance: 
100/100% 

*All counties in 
AK are 
$625,500 

HI is $625,500 or 
higher  

Purchase: 100/100% 
Refinance: 100/100% HB only (See VA Plus Guides) 
*county limits apply for 100% financing 
http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-

Loan-Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf 

Loan Term All Loan Terms 30 year fixed only 

Property Type SFR, PUD’s  
VA approved 

condos, 2-4 
Units 

SFR, PUD’s  
VA Approved Condos, 1-4 units 

Credit Score 580 (IRRRL is 
600) 

580 High Bal/620 Jumbo (600 on an IRRRL HB only) 

Documentation AUS conditions 
allowed 

Full Doc regardless of AUS conditions 
AUS conditions allowed on VA Plus Product 

Reserves None, UNLESS 2-
4 units & 
using rents, 
then 6 
months PITI 

No reserves on Jumbo VA Plus product 
(High Balance follows Standard Loan Amount Guides) 

Gift Funds Allowed Allowed on VA Plus product 

Max Cash-Out No Maximum $325,000 Standard VA program 
No limit on Jumbo VA Plus product 

Jumbo loan notes: NO BK or foreclosure in past 7 years, NO housing lates in past 12 months, the amount of 
entitlement/down payment must equal at least 25% of purchase price/NOV, MCC and DAPs not allowed, NO 
IRRRLs, loan amounts over $700,000 require prior approval/loan amount exception, subordinate financing 
not allowed. Loans > 1 mil require 700 credit score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-Loan-Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf
http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-Loan-Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf
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LTV & SCORE MATRIX- STANDARD VA PROGRAM 

 

LTV & SCORE MATRIX-VA PLUS PROGRAM 
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Loan Terms 
 
STANDARD LOAN TERMS    

• 15 year fixed: (VAF15, VAF15SR)   
• 30 year fixed: (VAF30, VAF30SR)   
• 5/1 ARM: (VAA5/1, VAA5/1SR)   

o Loan Term: 30 Years 
o Caps/Margin/Index: 

   
     CAPS MARGIN INDEX FLOOR 

    1/1/5 2.00% Constant Maturity Treasury index margin 
 

     
• Borrower qualification: 

o Initial note rate. 
o Consideration must be given to future payment increases. 

 
HIGH BALANCE LOAN TERMS 
30 year fixed: (VAF30HB, VAF30HBSR) 
 
JUMBO LOAN TERMS  
30 year fixed: VAF30JB) 
 
TEMPORARY BUYDOWNS 
Not Allowed. 
 
 Lowest Maximum   Highest Maximum 
  
 (Floor) (Ceiling) 

Continental 
US 

1-Unit $271,050 $417,000 
2-Unit $347,000 $533,850 
3-Unit $419,425 $645,300 
4-Unit $521,250 $801,950 

Alaska and 
Hawaii 

1-Unit $271,050 $625,500 
2-Unit $347,000 $800,775 
3-Unit $419,425 $967,950 
4-Unit $521,250 $1,202,925 
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HIGH BALANCE LOAN AMOUNTS 

Maximum Base Loan Amount cannot exceed the Statutory Mortgage Limits for each county 
and under no circumstances will a county’s mortgage limit be less than the “floor” or greater 
than the “ceiling” as outlined in the table below: 

 Lowest Maximum Highest Maximum  
 (Floor) (Ceiling) 

Continental 
US 

1-Unit $417,001 $625,500 
2-Unit $533,851 $800,775 
3-Unit $645,301 $967,950 
4-Unit $801,951 $1,202,925 

Alaska and 
Hawaii 

1-Unit $625,501 $938,250 
2-Unit $800,776 $1,201,150 
3-Unit $967,951 $1,451,925 
4-Unit $1,202,926 $1,804,375 

 

HIGH BALANCE LOAN AMOUNTS 

Cash in Hand 

Maximum $325,000 

Cash Reserves 

Refer to reserve requirements for standard loan amounts 

Credit 

No bankruptcy or foreclosure within 7 years 

Credit Score 

660 

Gift Funds 

Not allowed 

Loan Amounts 

• Total loan amount (base loan amount + funding fee) must be $417,001 to the county 
loan limit ($625,501 to the county loan limit for AK and HI). 

• Total loan amounts > $700,000 with DTIs exceeding 41% require a loan amount 
exception. If DTI does not exceed 41%, a loan amount exception is not required. 

• For total loan amounts exceeding $417,000 (or $625,500 for AK and HI), the amount 
of the entitlement/down payment must equal at least 25% of the property’s purchase 
price or Notification of Value (NOV), whichever is less. 

• If total loan amount exceeds the maximum allowable by county, refer to the Jumbo 
Loan Amounts section. 
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NOTE: Refer to the following website for max total loan amounts by county 
& state: 

http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/loan_limits.asp   
 

http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/loan_limits.asp
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Jumbo VA Loans 
 

Loan Purpose    
Purchase and Cash-Out only (IRRRLs are not eligible for VA Jumbo transactions). 

Loan Terms   

30 year fixed only (VAF30JB).   

Property Type    

1-4 unit properties.    

Subordinate Financing and Assistance Programs    

• Subordinate financing is not allowed. 
• Down Payment Assistance Programs (DAPs) and Community Seconds are not 

allowed. 

Cash in Hand   

Maximum $325,000    

Cash Reserves    

Minimum 6 months PITI   

Credit Score   

• Total loan amounts <=$1mil: 660   
• Total loan amounts > $1mil up to $1.5mil: 700   

Credit    

• No bankruptcy or foreclosure within 7 years   
• No housing lates in the past 12 months   

Deed Restrictions    

Deed restrictions are not acceptable on VA jumbo loan transactions.  

Down Payment    

For total loan amounts exceeding $417,000 (or $625,500 for AK and HI) (inclusive of Funding 
Fee), the amount of the entitlement/down payment must equal at least 25% of the property’s 
purchase price or Notification of Value (NOV), whichever is less. 

Gift Funds     

Not allowed.    

Mortgage Credit Certificates (MCCs)   

• Not permitted for mortgage qualification purposes.  
• Borrowers may use Mortgage Credit Certificates for tax credit purposes only.  
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IRRRLS     

Not eligible.  

Loan Amounts    

• Total loan amount maximum is $1,500,000.   
o Total loan amounts <=$1mil: 660.   
o Total loan amounts > $1mil up to $1.5mil: 700.  

• Total loan amounts > $700,000 with DTIs exceeding 41% require a loan amount 
exception. If DTI does not exceed 41%, a loan amount exception is not required. 

• If total loan amount exceeds the maximum allowable county limit, the loan is 
considered a jumbo. Maximum total jumbo loan amount is $1,500,000. 

 

 
 

  

NOTE: VA Loan Limits: 
http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/loan_limits.asp 
 
 

http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/loan_limits.asp
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Closing Costs 
 

ALLOWABLE CLOSING COSTS 

The Veteran can pay a maximum of; reasonable and customary amounts for any or all of the 
Normal Closing Costs or (Itemized Fees and Charges designated by VA) plus a 1% origination 
fee* and reasonable discount points. 

*With lender paid compensation, there is NO origination fee charged. 

Normal Closing Costs - Fees the Veteran CAN pay (seller can pay + 4%): 

• Discount Points (Purchase or Refinance)  
• Loan Origination Fee (1% Max)  
• Appraisal and Compliance Inspections (can’t pay for lender appraisals) 
• Credit Report Fee 
• Title Insurance Fees 
• Recording Fees 
• VA Funding Fee (may be financed) 
• Hazard Insurance Premium  
• Pre-paid Interest, Tax and Insurance Impounds 
• Flood Zone Determination 
• MERS report fee 
• Survey/Plot Plan 
• Fed-Ex and Express OK for Refis. 

 

UNALLOWABLE CLOSING COSTS 

Below is a list of fees that the Veteran CANNOT pay for that are considered Unallowable 
Closing Costs: 
 

• Escrow, Settlement or Closing Fee 
• Administrative 
• Document Preparation 
• Underwriting Review  
• Processing and Application 
• Wire  
• Tax Service 
• Notary  
• City Transfer Taxes or Tax Stamp  
• Interest Rate Lock in Fee 
• Commitment or Marketing Fee 
• Lender’s Appraisals and Inspections 
• Conveyance Fee 
• Attorney’s Service (other than title) 
• Photographs 
• Amortization Schedules, Passbooks and Membership or Entrance Fees 
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• Broker or Assignment Fees 
• Fees for preparation of Truth-in Lending Disclosures 
• Termite Inspection Fee 
 

The Veteran is not allowed to pay for Well, Septic, nor a Courier Fee, in the case of a 
purchase.  It is allowable with a refinance.  
 
The FLAT Fee policy ALLOWS the veteran to pay for unallowables which are covered in the 
following section.  
 
For additional details from VA, log on to www.homeloans.va.gov/ls.htm, and select “The 
Lenders Handbook”, then select Chapter 8. 
 

THE VETERAN CAN PAY FOR UNALLOWABLES 

• VA allows the veteran to pay the unallowable closing costs, totaling UP TO 1% of the 
loan amount if no origination fee is charged. 

• VA also calls this a 1% Flat Fee.  
• With lender paid compensation, there is no origination fee charged, so this is 

acceptable for FAM! 
• This does not apply if you choose to use borrower paid compensation.  In this event, 

the veteran may not pay for any of the unallowables, since a 1% origination fee will 
most likely be charged. 

ESCROWS  

Escrow waivers not allowed under any circumstances. 
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FEES AND CHARGES 
  
VA policy has evolved around the objective of helping the veteran to use his or her home loan 
benefit; therefore, VA regulations limit the fees that the veteran can pay to obtain a loan. 
Lender must strictly adhere to the limitations on veteran-paid fees and charges as shown 
below when making VA loans: 

 

FEES /CHARGES THE VETERAN CAN PAY IF 1% FLAT FEE IS CHARGED, THE 
FOLLOWING FEES CAN NOT BE 

 –Flat Fee (1% Max) –Lender’s Inspection 
–Discount 

 
 –Lender’s Appraisal 

–Appraisal Fee/Compliance Inspection –Loan closing or settlement fee 
–Credit Report 

 
 –Document Preparation Fees 

–Title Exam/Title Insurance Fees –Underwriting Fee 
–Recording Fees and recording Taxes –Pest Inspection Fee 
–Prorated Taxes, Assessments & initial deposit for escrows 

 
–Well and Septic Fee 

–Hazard Insurance/Flood Insurance –Preparing loan papers or conveyance fees 
–Survey/Plot 

 
 –Attorney’s services other than for title work 

–Federal Express and Express Mail (Refinance only) –Photographs 
–VA Funding 

 
 –Postage & other mailing charges 

–MERS Registration –Amortization schedules 
 –Escrow Fees and charges 
 –Notary Fee 
 –Commitment Fee 
 –Trustee Fee 
 –Loan Application & Processing Fee 
 –Fees for preparing Truth in Lending 
 –Fees to Loan Brokers, Real Estate Agents, 

finders or other third parties* 
 –Tax Service Fee 

COSTS THAT A VETERAN MAY NOT PAY - MUST BE PAID BY SELLER 

–Well 
 

–Termite Inspection (allowed on a refinance)  
–Septic 

 
–Courier Fee (allowed on refinance)  

 

*Fees or commissions charged by a real estate agent or broker in connection with a VA loan 
may not be charged to or paid by the veteran-purchaser. While use of "buyer" brokers is not 
precluded, veteran-purchasers may not, under any circumstances, be charged a brokerage 
fee or commission in connection with the services of such individuals. Since information on 
property available for purchase and financing options is widely available to the public from a 
variety of sources, VA does not believe that preventing the veteran from paying buyer-broker 
fees will harm the veteran. 
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Down Payment/Earnest Money and 
Gifts 
 

DOWN PAYMENT 
 
No down payment is required by VA (provided the borrower has full entitlement) unless the 
purchase price exceeds the reasonable value of the property. 
 

EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT 
 
Must be verified and documented by one of the following: 

1. If the Earnest Money check has cleared must provide a copy of the borrower's cancelled 
check and two month's bank statements (up to and including the date the check 
cleared) to evidence a sufficient average balance to support the amount of the Earnest 
Money deposit. 

2. If the Earnest Money check has not cleared must provide verification that there are 
sufficient funds on deposit in the borrower's account(s) to cover Earnest Money and 
any other required funds to close. 

The source of the deposit check must be documented to ensure that the deposit is not counted 
twice in the file (deducted from the fund to close and counted in the assets). 

If a VOD is used to document assets, a cancelled check (reflecting a date before the VOD was 
completed) can be provided to verify that earnest money funds have cleared. 

 
GIFT FUNDS 
 
Cash on Hand by Donor: 

• Not acceptable source of donor’s gift funds. 
• Donor’s funds must be verified. 

Gift Letter Must Include: 

Funds given to homebuyer were not made available to donor from any person or entity with 
an interest in the sale of the property including seller, real estate agent or broker, builder, 
loan officer, or any entity associated with them unless related. 

Donor Borrowed the Gift Funds: Evidence gift funds were borrowed from an acceptable 
source, i.e. not from a party to the transactions. 

NOTE: Gift funds are not eligible to pay the difference between the sales 
price and loan amount, if the sales price exceeds the reasonable value 
established by VA. 

Gift funds not allowed on High Balance Transactions. 
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Seller Contributions 
 

SELLER/INTERESTED PARTY CONCESSIONS 

 
The seller/interested party can contribute up to 4% concessions on a VA loan, plus the buyer’s 
normal closing costs. 

A maximum of 4% of the value of the property as indicated on the Notice of Value (NOV) may 
be contributed from an interested party (property seller concession) to be applied toward 
closing costs and/or prepaid items. Allowables do not count towards 4%. 

Any property seller concession or combination of concessions which exceeds 4% of the 
established reasonable value of the property is considered excessive and unacceptable for 
VA-guaranteed loans. A reduction of the sales price in the amount equal to the excess is 
required in these instances. 

The buyer’s normal closing costs include fees such as the 1% origination and reasonable* 
discount points. 

*Example:  If the market dictates an interest rate of 5 percent with 2 discount points, the 
seller’s payment of the 2 points would not be a seller concession.  If the seller paid 5 points, 
3 of these points would be considered a seller concession. 

Seller concessions include, but not limited to the following: 

• Payment of the buyer’s VA funding fee 

• Prepayment of the buyer’s property taxes and insurance 

• Gifts such as a television set or microwave oven 

• Payment of extra points to provide permanent interest rate buydowns 

• Provision of escrowed funds to provide temporary interest rate buydowns, 

• Payoff of credit balances or judgments on behalf of the buyer. 

Seller concessions do NOT include: 

• Payment of the veteran’s closing costs, OR 

• Payment of points as appropriate to the market 

 

For example: If the market dictates an interest rate of 7.5% with two discount points, the 
property seller’s payment of the two points would not be a property seller concession. If the 
property seller paid five points, three of these points would be considered a property seller 
concession. 
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NOTE: Any seller concession or combination of concessions which exceeds 
4% of the established reasonable value of the property is considered 
excessive, and unacceptable for VA-guaranteed loans. Do not include 
normal discount points and payment of the buyer’s closing costs in total 
concessions for determining whether concessions exceed the 4% limit. 
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Credit 
 
CREDIT HISTORY OVERVIEW 

• Delinquent accounts (including collections) must be satisfied per AUS and underwriter 
discretion. 

• Frozen Credit – If borrower has frozen their credit file: 
o Approve/Eligible with frozen tradeline reflected in findings, no action needed. 
o If Approve/Ineligible or Refer is received, the entire credit profiles have been 

frozen and credit cannot be read by AUS. 
o Loan must be re-submitted through DU once credit has been unfrozen and new 

credit report is received. 
o To temporarily lift the credit freeze, borrower will need to contact the 

repositories to unfreeze their credit. 
• Judgments and Tax Liens must be paid in full, or subject to repayment plan with timely 

payments (12 months). 
• Delinquent accounts (including collections) must be satisfied per AUS and underwriter 

discretion. 

CREDIT REPORT 

• A Tri-Merged credit report with 3 bureau scores must be used and must be less than 
120 days old at the time of closing. 

• Tri-Merged Credit Report required on Disclaiming Spouse for Community Property 
States only. 

• Non-Traditional credit reports are ineligible. 

CREDIT SCORES 

The following minimum credit score requirements apply regardless of the AUS decision: 

• Total loan amounts less than or equal to $417,000 (or $625,500 for AK or HI): 620 

 

 

 

 

Total loan amounts greater than $417,000 (or $625,500 for AK or HI): 660 

NOTE: All VA IRRRL transactions require a minimum 640 credit 
score. 
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For loan submissions with credit scores listed, at least one credit score, and preferably two or 
three credit scores, must be obtained for each veteran. The scores must be obtained from the 
major repositories (Equifax, Experian and TransUnion). 

30-DAY CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
 
Open 30-day charge accounts (reported monthly payment equals the outstanding balance or 
indicates a $0 payment) require the balance to be paid in full every month. If sufficient assets 
to cover the unpaid balance in addition to down payment/closing costs/reserves are verified 
and submitted to the AUS, the debt may be excluded from the DTI. If sufficient assets are 
not verified, the entire outstanding balance must be included in the DTI. 

 
ACCOUNTS IN THE SPOUSE’S NAME 
 
Upon the applicant’s request, the lender must consider any account reported in the name of 
the applicant’s spouse or former spouse that the applicant can demonstrate accurately reflects 
the applicant’s creditworthiness. 
 
DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS 
 

• Must verify alimony\and child support* 
• Child care certifications are required if the loan file indicates that the borrower has 

children under the age of 12 (1003, tax returns, etc.) 
• Student loans beginning within 12 months of the close of escrow are counted –Veteran 

should show ability to make payments even if payments are deferred. 
• Loans secured by deposited funds are not counted 
• When calculating estimated housing expense, consider $0.14 per square foot for 

monthly maintenance and utility expense-residual test only. Not to be included in DTI 
ratio. 

• Installment debts with less than 10 months remaining do not necessarily need to be 
included in credit qualifying. Large payments should be considered (payments > 
$100). 

• Payoff of debt is allowed if account is paid in full PRIOR to closing with supplement -
0- balance.  Gift funds are okay. 
 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: When the veteran pays alimony, it can be deducted from income vs. 
treated as long term debt. This helps ratios. Child support must always be 
counted as a liability. 
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PAYOFF OF DEBT TO QUALIFY 
 

• The payoff of revolving debt to qualify the borrower is allowed if the account is paid in 
full prior to closing with the following documentation requirements: 

o Credit supplement showing a zero balance. 
• Use of gift funds for debt payoff is acceptable. 

 

HOUSING HISTORY 
 
VORs and VOMs from a private party are unacceptable. 12 months cancelled checks must be 
provided. 
 

HOUSING (MORTGAGE/RENTAL) PAYMENT HISTORY REQUIREMENTS 

Regardless of who is servicing the loan, VA IRRRL loans must be current and have no 30-day 
or greater mortgage lates in the most recent 12 months (or for the life of the loan, whichever 
is less). The following documentation is required to be in the loan file: 

• Evidence the existing loan is current. 
• If the loan is seasoned 12 months or more, evidence that the existing loan has not 

had any 30-day or greater mortgage lates in the past 12 months. 
o If the loan is seasoned less than 12 months, evidence the following: 

 The existing loan has no 30-day or greater mortgage lates since the 
inception of the loan AND 

 No 30-day or greater mortgage lates for any other first mortgage loans 
associated with the property and borrower(s) in the most recent 12 
months. 

• It may be necessary to verify the current and previous mortgage to establish a 12-
month payment history. 

• A minimum of 6-month payment history on the current mortgage is required. If less 
than 6 months, loan must be documented and underwritten as a standard VA refinance 
transaction. 

• Housing (Mortgage/Rental) Payment History (PITI) is inclusive of all liens regardless 
of position, as well as all occupancy types. 

 
INQUIRIES 
 

• Letter of Explanation required for all inquiries within 90 days of the credit report 
• If a new inquiry is identified, a detailed letter of explanation is required. Borrower must 

be requalified with any new payments. 
 
DELINQUENT ACCOUNTS (INCLUDING COLLECTIONS) 
 
Delinquent accounts (including collections) must be satisfied per AUS and Underwriter 
discretion. 
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NON-PURCHASING SPOUSE IN COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATE 

Although credit history of the non-purchasing spouse must be considered, it may or may not 
affect the overall credit decision. 

• Separate Credit Report must be provided.  
• Debts and obligations will be used.   
• Judgments, liens or any other delinquent credit that may compromise FAM’s 1st lien 

position must be paid off prior to close.   
• Other delinquent debts will be required to be paid off at underwriter’s discretion.  
• Credit Score will not be considered. 
• If spouse does not have a social security number, a report must be pulled by name 

and address for verification. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE SPOUSE’S CREDIT HISTORY 

ECOA prohibits requests for, or consideration of, the credit of a spouse who will not be 
contractually obligated on the loan except: 

• If the applicant is relying on alimony, child support, or maintenance payments from 
the spouse (or former spouse).  

In community property states: 

• If the property is located in a community property state, VA requires consideration of 
the spouse’s credit (whether or not the spouse will be personally liable on the note and 
whether or not the applicant and spouse choose to have the spouse’s income 
considered). 

• If a married veteran wants to obtain the loan in his or her name only, the veteran may 
do so without regard to the spouse’s credit only in a non-community property state. 

Notes Regarding Credit Requirements for Non-Purchasing Spouse: 

Even if the non-purchasing spouse does not have a social security number, the credit reporting 
company should verify that the non-purchasing spouse has no credit history and no public 
records recorded against them. 

ACCOUNTS IN THE SPOUSE’S NAME 

Upon the applicant’s request, the lender must consider any account reported in the name of 
the applicant’s spouse or former spouse that the applicant can demonstrate accurately reflects 
the applicant’s creditworthiness. 
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CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING 
 
12-month perfect payment history and counselor permission to proceed, documentation of 
debt restructure, document per AUS findings. Less than 12 months’ payment history 
considered if no derogs prior to commencement of CCC. 

• Documentation of the debt restructure required. 
• Acceptable 12-month payment history of the debts included in the consumer's debt 

restructure. 
• Documentation of the counselor's permission to proceed. 
• Any additional requirements per AUS. 

BANKRUPTCY – EXPLANATION MUST BE PROVIDED IN WRITING 
 

Chapter 7: Chapter 7 discharged more than 2 years are disregarded, document per AUS 
findings. 

Chapter 13: Chapter 13, with 12-month perfect payment history and court permission to 
proceed with purchase of home.  Follow AUS findings. 

• Years seasoning for Chapter 7 or Chapter 13 if > $417,000. 
• Reason / Explanation for Bankruptcy: The reason for the Bankruptcy must be 

documented and not likely to reoccur. 
• High Balance and Jumbo: No Bankruptcy or Foreclosure in the past 7 years. Refer to 

the Loan Amount section. 
• Documentation of the debt restructure required. 
• Acceptable 12-month payment history of the debts included in the bankruptcy. 
• Documentation of the court's permission to proceed. 
• Any additional requirements per AUS. 

Reason / Explanation for Bankruptcy: The reason for the Bankruptcy must be 
documented and not likely to reoccur. 

High Balance and Jumbo: No Bankruptcy or Foreclosure in the past 7 years. Refer to the 
Loan Amount section. 

FORECLOSURE, SHORT SALE, OR DEED-IN-LIEU, WITH SATISFACTORY AUS 

• 3 years seasoning for AUS & Manual Underwrites (7 Years if > $417,000). 
• If Foreclosure was on a VA loan, verify sufficient entitlement. 

Seasoning (determined by the loan application date): 
 
Foreclosures: 3 years seasoning is required for both AUS-approved and manually 
underwritten loans. 
 

Short Sales: 3 years seasoning is required for both AUS-approved and manually underwritten 
loans. 
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If the foreclosure/short sale was on a VA loan, the applicant may not have full entitlement 
available for the new loan. Ensure that the applicant’s Certificate of Eligibility reflects sufficient 
entitlement to meet any secondary marketing requirements of the lender. 

The credit report must reflect a zero balance on mortgage liens included in the foreclosure OR 
documentation must be obtained to support no further obligation. 

 
HIGH BALANCE AND JUMBO 

No Bankruptcy or Foreclosure in the past 7 years. Refer to the Loan Amount section. 

 
JUDGEMENTS AND TAX LIENS 
 
Judgments and Tax Liens must be paid in full, or subject to repayment plan with timely 
payments (12 months). 

Judgments, tax liens or any other delinquent credit that would compromise Lender's first lien 
position must be paid off prior to closing. Collections and other delinquent credit that would 
not compromise Lender's first lien position is not required to be paid off prior to closing. 

30-DAY CHARGE ACCOUNTS 

Open 30-day charge accounts (reported monthly payment equals the outstanding balance or 
indicates a $0 payment) require the balance to be paid in full every month. If sufficient assets 
to cover the unpaid balance in addition to down payment/closing costs/reserves are verified 
and submitted to the AUS, the debt may be excluded from the DTI. If sufficient assets are 
not verified, the entire outstanding balance must be included in the DTI. 

FROZEN CREDIT 

If the borrower has frozen their credit file at one or more of the three national credit 
repositories, the loan is subject to the following underwriting requirements: 

• If an Approve/Eligible is received and the frozen tradeline is reflected in the findings, 
no further action is necessary. 

• If an Approve/Ineligible or Refer is received, the entire credit profile has been frozen 
and credit cannot be read by the AUS. The following actions must be taken: 

o The loan must be re-submitted through DU once the credit has been unfrozen 
and a new credit report received. 

To temporarily lift the credit freeze, the borrower will need to contact the repositories to 
unfreeze their credit file. 
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MODIFIED/RESTRUCTURED LOANS 
 
Purchase transactions where the borrower has a modified or restructured lien on a non-subject 
property may be acceptable as follows: 
 

• No principal forgiveness or reduction has occurred. 
• The modification or restructure adjusted the terms and/or payment only. 
• The mortgage must be current with no lates in the last 12 months. 

 
CREDIT DOWNGRADE POLICY TO MANUAL UNDERWRITE 

In the event that credit terms or loan information was not considered in the AUS decision, an 
Approve/Eligible or Accept decision must be downgraded to Refer and be manually 
underwritten. Circumstances requiring a downgrade, if not considered in the AUS decision, 
include but are not limited to: 

• Delinquent federal debt, CAIVRS, and suspended and debarred individuals. 
• Disputed accounts, significant inaccuracy or undisclosed debt. 
• Previous mortgage foreclosure (within 3 years of application) and bankruptcy (within 

2 years of application). 
• Collection accounts, tax lien, charge-off, judgment. 

Delinquent items and any mortgage trade line, including mortgage line of credit payments, 
during the most recent 12 months consisting of any of the following: 

• Three or more late payments greater than 30 days. 
• One or more late payments of 60 days plus one or more 30-day late payments. 
• One payment greater than 90 days late. 

Bank statements that indicate multiple non-sufficient funds (NSF) charges.  

Example: more than 1 or 2 isolated incidents over a 60-day period. An explanation for such 
NSFs will be required and additional asset statements may be required to decision the loan. 

Failure to meet the specific conditions of an AUS approval. 
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Income and Employment 
 

• FAM Requires a signed and dated IRS form 4506t for ALL borrowers for previous 2 
years.  Must be included in loan submission file. 

• Wages - require 2 yr. history, less than 2 yrs. case by case, need VOE + paystub 
• Overtime income and 2nd job income generally needs 2-year history, less than 2 years 

considered case by case. 
• Commission – 2-year history, unless previous related employment or specialized 

training – 1040s required. 
• Self-Employment and rental income averaged 24 months, 1040’s required. 
• Non-borrowing spouse 2106 expenses do not need to be subtracted from borrower's 

income if spouse's 1040 wages offset the expenses. 
• All other non-borrowing spouse losses (including Schedule E losses) indicated on 

personal tax returns must be subtracted from the borrower's income.  
• Projected 75% Rental Income from subject property, 2-4 units, may be considered if 

history of landlord, minimum 6 months PITI cash reserves.  Rental income amount to 
be verified with current lease, or appraiser’s opinion. 

• Alimony and Child Support must be verified and stable. 
• Seasonal jobs and unemployment may be averaged with 24-month history of both. 
• Other Income, pension, retirement, and disability must be verified. 
• Retired, non-taxable income may be grossed up for ratios, but not for residual 

calculation. 

 

BUSINESS LOSS / 2106 EXPENSES (FOR LOAN APPLICATIONS DATED ON OR 
BEFORE 5/31/2016)  

2106 expenses must be applied as a debt not a deduction of income. Use loan analysis form 
#26-6393. 

 

BUSINESS LOSS / 2016 EXPENSES (FOR LOAN APPLICATIONS DATED ON OR AFTER 
6/1/2016)  

For a borrower who qualified using commission income of less than 25% of the total annual 
employment income: 

• IRS Form 2106 expenses are not required to be deducted from income even if they 
are reported on IRS Form 2106 and are not required to be added as a monthly liability. 

• Tax returns are required to document the source of income and deductions. 

For a borrower earning commission income that is 25% or more of annual employment 
income, IRS Form 2106 expenses must be deducted from gross commission income 
regardless of the length of time the borrower has filed the expenses with the IRS. 
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BUSINESS LOSS FROM A NON-BORROWING SPOUSE (WITHIN A COMMUNITY 
PROPERTY STATE) 

Non-borrowing spouse 2106 expenses do not need to be subtracted from the borrower's 
income as long as the non-borrowing spouse's 1040 wages offset the expenses. 

• All other non-borrowing spouse losses (including Schedule E losses) indicated on 
personal tax returns must be applied as a debt not a deduction of income. Use Loan 
Analysis Form #26-6393. 

DISABILITY INCOME 

Disability income will be considered acceptable income provided it can be documented by 
furnishing a recent copy of respective letter of benefits or allotment setting forth the terms of 
the income. The benefits must be ongoing for a minimum of three years. 

Temporary or short-term disability income is not considered a consistent or stable source of 
income and cannot be used for qualification purposes. Disability income may only be used if 
it can be documented that the benefits will continue for a minimum of three years. 

DOCUMENTATION 

All VA loans are Full Documentation loans. Verify and treat the income of a co-veteran spouse 
the same as the veteran’s income. 

A signed and dated IRS Form 4506-T completed at application and closing, is required for all 
borrowers. Both 4506-T forms must be provided in the loan file and must include authorization 
for transcripts for the most recent two years. 

DOCUMENTATION FOR DISCHARGED BORROWER 
• VOE 
• and most recent pay stub (if on same job 2 years) OR 
• Most recent 30 days’ worth of pay stub, dated within 30 days of submission 
• 2 years W-2s 
• Verbal VOE 

DOCUMENTATION FOR ACTIVE DUTY BORROWER 

• LES (no W2’s needed) 
• Statement of Service 

DOCUMENTATION FOR RETIRED BORROWER 

• Non-Taxable Income can be grossed up to offset ratios, BUT NOT TO MEET RESIDUAL 
INCOME REQUIREMENT 
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION 

2 years Tax Returns required for: 

• Self-Employed 
• Self Employed has 25% or greater interest in company 
• Works for family owned business 
• Receives Commissions (> 25% of salary) 
• Rental Income 
• Interest and Dividend Income 
• Retirement Income 

 

 

ACTIVE MILITARY 

• Obtain original Military Leave and Earnings Statement (LES). 

• Determine if the veteran is within 12 months of release from active duty 

• If within 12 months, obtain the following: 

o Documentation of re-enlistment to a date beyond the 12-month period from 
COE.  OR 

o Statement from the veteran that he/she intends to re-enlist or extend active 
duty to a date beyond 12-month period following COE, AND a statement from 
commanding officer confirming that veteran is eligible to do so, and has no 
reason to believe that re-enlistment or extension will not be granted.  OR 

o Verification of valid offer of local civilian employment following release. OR 

o Documentation of strong mitigating factors, such as down payment of at least 
10%, significant cash reserves, and clear evidence of strong ties to community, 
along with nonmilitary spouse’s income high enough that only minimal income 
from active duty veteran is needed to qualify. 

PENDING SALE OF REAL ESTATE ACTIVE MILITARY 

• Income, consider base pay as stable & reliable unless applicant is within 12 mos. of 
release of active duty.  Leave and Earnings Statement is required (LES). 

• Subsistence (Rations or BAS) and clothing allowance will show on LES, nontaxable. 
• Base Allowance for Housing (BAH) can be considered income.  Need form DD 1747, 

status of Housing Availability – non-taxable. 
• Other Military allowances – (flight pay, propay, etc.) obtain verification of type and 

amount and length of receipt. Taxable and may only be used when consistent and 
have history/future. 

NOTE: If returns are not filed by April 15th, a copy of their extension & YTD 
Profit & Loss Statement will be needed for the prior year. 
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• Income from Reserves or National Guard can be considered if the length of total service 
indicates a strong probability of continuance. 

• Recently Activated Reservists or Guard – careful evaluation of both present and 
expected income is required. 

RECENTLY ACTIVATED RESERVE OR NATIONAL GUARD 

Each veteran must indicate whose income is being used to qualify for a loan if their income is 
subject to change due to participation in a Reserves/National Guard unit due to activation. 

The FAM Underwriter must determine the veteran’s income upon unit activation: 

• Reduced: The impact of the reduction on veteran’s ability to pay must be 
considered. 

• Increased: Likelihood of income’s continuance beyond a 12-month period 
should be documented. 

NON-TAXABLE INCOME 

Tax-free income may be grossed up 115% to offset DTI, but not to meet residual income 
requirements. 

RECENTLY ACTIVATED RESERVE OR NATIONAL GUARD 

Each veteran must indicate whose income is being used to qualify for a loan if their income is 
subject to change due to participation in a Reserves/National Guard unit due to activation. 

The Lender Underwriter must determine what the veteran’s income will be upon unit 
activation: 

• Reduced: Carefully evaluate the impact the reduction may have on the veteran’s 
ability to repay the loan. 

• Increased: Consider the likelihood the income will continue beyond a 12-month 
period. 

Carefully and thoroughly document, including reasons for using/not using reserve/guard 
income, these situations on the Form 1008, Underwriting Transmittal Summary, or on a 
separate memorandum to the file. 

 

RENTAL INCOME 

• Existing rental property (non-subject, non-converted): 
o Obtain documentation of cash reserves totaling at least 3 months' mortgage 

payments (principal, interest, taxes, and insurance - PITI), and 
o Individual income tax returns, signed and dated, plus all applicable schedules 

for the previous 2 years, which show rental income generated by the property. 
Rental income verified as stable and reliable may be included in effective 
income. If there is little or no prior rental history on the property, make a 
determination based on review of: 

- Documentation of the applicant’s prior experience managing rental 
units or other background involving both property maintenance and 
rental, and: 

o Any leases on the property, and 
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o The strength of the local rental market. 
• 2-4 unit subject properties: 

o Prospective rental income may only be included in effective income if both the 
following are met: 

- Evidence indicates that the borrower has a reasonable likelihood of 
success as a landlord. 

- Documentation has been provided to support the borrower's prior 
experience managing rental units or other background involving 
both property maintenance and rental. 

- The borrower has a minimum of 6 months PITI. 
• The amount of rental income to include in effective income is based on 75% of either: 

o Verified rent collected on the units of existing properties  
OR 

o The appraiser's opinion of the subject property's fair monthly rental for new 
construction.  

CONVERSION OF PRIMARY RESIDENCE TO AN INVESTMENT PROPERTY 

Rental income to offset the mortgage payment of the departed residence is acceptable 
provided the following: 

• Lease agreement must be obtained (minimum 12-month term) . 
• Documented security deposit.    
• Cannot be used as income (can only be used to offset the mortgage payment of the 

departed residence). 
• Reserves are not required.    

RESERVES OR NATIONAL GUARD INCOME 

Income from service in the Reserves or National Guard may be included in effective income 
if the length of the veteran’s total active and Reserve/Guard service indicates a strong 
probability that the Reserve Guard income will continue. Otherwise, this income may be used 
to offset obligations that have 10 to 24 months’ duration. 

RESIDUAL INCOME 

Residual Income is the amount of net earnings remaining to maintain family living expenses 
such as food, healthcare, clothing and gasoline. 

The VA Residual Chart is a marginal chart and should not automatically trigger an approval of 
a loan. Instead, it should be used in conjunction with all other credit factors: 

• An obviously inadequate residual amount alone can be a basis of a declination.  
• If the borrower is Active Duty or a retired applicant who will continue to receive military 

benefits resulting of the use of a nearby military-based facility, the residual 
requirement may be reduced by 5%. 

• Maintenance and utilities cost is 14 cents per square foot.  
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RESIDUAL INCOME BY REGION 

 

Loan Amounts $79,999 and less 
 Family Size North East Midwest South West  
  1  $390 $382 $382 $425  
  2  $654 $641 $641 $713  
  3  $788 $772 $772 $859  
  4  $888 $868 $868 $967  
  5  $921 $902 $902 $1,004  

* Add $75 for each additional family member up to a family of seven 

 

 

Loan Amounts $80,000 + 
 Family Size North East Midwest South West  
  1  $450 $441 $441 $491  
  2  $755 $738 $738 $823  
  3  $909 $889 $889 $990  
  4  $1,025 $1,003 $1,003 $1,117  
  5  $1,062 $1,039 $1,039 $1,158  

* Add $80 for each additional family member up to a family of seven 

 

 

STATES BY REGIONS 
North East Midwest  South West 
Connecticut Illinois  Alabama Alaska 
Maine  Indiana  Arkansas Arizona 
Massachusetts Iowa  Delaware California 
New Hampshire Kansas  District of 

 
Colorado 

New Jersey Michigan  Florida Hawaii 
New York Minnesota Georgia Idaho 
Pennsylvania Missouri  Kentucky Montana 
Rhode Island Nebraska  Louisiana Nevada 
Vermont North Dakota Maryland New Mexico 
 Ohio  Mississippi Oregon 
 South Dakota North 

 
Utah 

 Wisconsin Oklahoma Washington 
  Puerto Rico Wyoming 
  South 

 
 

  Tennessee  
  Texas  
  Virginia  
  West 
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SAME-SEX MARRIAGES 

If the Veteran asserts a spousal relationship in item 19 of VA form 26-1802a and signs the 
form, which indicates a certification by the veteran that "the information is true and complete 
to the best of the veteran's knowledge and belief", the Lender underwriter may process the 
loan per normal practices without submitting a loan package to the VA for approval of spousal 
status. 

If the Veteran and / or the Lender underwriter are unclear about the Veteran's marital status, 
the Lender underwriter can submit a package to the VA. The VA will determine whether same-
sex married couples can use both spouses' incomes to qualify. Lender VA-  

Approved Credit Underwriter must submit the following information to VA: 

• Date and state of marriage 
• State of residence at the time of marriage 
• State where subject property is located 
• Current state of residence 
• Estimated date of loan closing 

VA staff will notify the requester if both spouses' incomes may be applied. 

STATE WITHHOLDING TAX CHARTS 

http://www.paycheckcity.com/calculator/salary/ 
 

UNACCEPTABLE INCOME 

Illegal Income: Income that is not considered legal in all 50 states is not an acceptable 
source of income. For example, although marijuana is legal in some states, it is not legal in 
all states and therefore not an acceptable income source.  
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Debt-To-Income Ratio and Residuals 
 

RATIOS AND RESIDUAL INCOME 

• Residual income is calculated, with a set guide for varying family sizes, according to 
regions across the country. 

• An obvious inadequate residual amount alone can be a basis of a decline. 
• Maintenance and utilities cost is 0.14 per square foot. 
• DTI - 41% - secondary to the residual income calculation. 
• May exceed ratio with DU with Approve/Eligible or LP Accept. 
• When the DTI is > 41% and under 55%, but the residual income is 20% over stated 

guide, an approval is generally justified, with compensating factors. 
• Non-Taxable Income may be grossed up by 15%. 

 

RESIDUAL INCOME GUIDELINE 

Table of Residual Income by Region 

 Loan amounts of $79,999 and below For loan amounts of $80,000 and 
above 

Famil
y Size 

Northeas
t 

Midwes
t 

South West Northeas
t 

Midwes
t 

South West 

1 $390 $382 $382 $425 $450 $441 $441 $491 

2 $654 $641 $641 $713 $755 $738 $738 $823 

3 $788 $772 $772 $859 $909 $889 $889 $990 

4 $888 $868 $868 $967 $1025 $1003 $1003 $1117 

5 $921 $902 $902 $1004 $1062 $1039 $1039 $1158 
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Over 
5 

Add $75 for each addl. member up to 
a family of 7 

Add $80 for each addl. Member up to a 
family of 7 

NOTE: Check VA’s website www.homeloans.va.gov for “Key to Geographic Regions” used 
on the above table. 

 

INCOME TAXES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS 

 
• Determine the appropriate deductions for Federal income tax and Social 

Security/Medicare by using “Employer’s Tax Guide” charts. 

• Determine the appropriate deductions for state and local taxes using California 
Withholding charts, or applicable state materials. 

 OR 

• Log on to www.paycheckcity.com and select Salary Paycheck Calculator under Basic 
(free) services, to determine all tax types. 

• Be sure to change your state to appropriate state. 

• Use minimum number of household members for deductions. 

 

LIABILITIES AND QUALIFYING RATIOS 

 
Business loss / 2106 Expenses (For Loan Applications Dated on or Before 
5/31/2016)  

2106 expenses must be applied as a debt not a deduction of income. Use loan analysis form 
#26-6393. 

 
Business loss / 2106 Expenses (For Loan Applications Dated on Or After 6/1/2016)
  

• For a borrower who qualified using commission income of less than 25% of the total 
annual employment income: 

o IRS Form 2106 expenses are not required to be deducted from income even if 
they are reported on IRS Form 2106 and are not required to be added as a 
monthly liability. 

o Tax returns are required to document the source of income and deductions. 
• For a borrower earning commission income that is 25% or more of annual employment 

income, IRS Form 2106 expenses must be deducted from gross commission income 
regardless of the length of time the borrower has filed the expenses with the IRS. 

 

 

 

http://www.homeloans.va.gov/
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Business loss from a non-borrowing spouse (Within a community property state) 

 
• Non-borrowing spouse 2106 expenses do not need to be subtracted from the 

borrower's income as long as the non-borrowing spouse's 1040 wages offset the 
expenses. 

• All other non-borrowing spouse losses (including Schedule E losses) indicated on 
personal tax returns must be applied as a debt not a deduction of income. Use loan 
analysis form #26-6393. 

 

Child Care Certification 

 
Child care certifications are required if the loan file indicates that the borrower has children 
under the age of 12 (1003, tax returns, etc.). 

 

Debt to Income 

 
• Maximum qualifying debt-to-income ratio is 41% for AUS and manual underwrite 

unless the following requirements are met: 
o Acceptable AUS findings of Approve Eligible or Accept. 
o Evidence of 120% residual Income. 
o A ratio greater than 41 percent requires scrutiny, unless the ratio is greater 

than 41% solely due to the existence of tax-free income, OR residual income 
exceeds the guideline by at least 20 percent. 

o If a loan is closed with a ratio greater than 41%, the file must contain a 
statement justifying the reasons for approval. 

o Documented compensating factors. 
• Refer to the "Underwriting" section and the "Manual Underwriting" topic for further 

requirements on manually underwritten loans. 

Payoff of Debt to Qualify 

• The payoff of revolving debt to qualify the borrower is allowed if the account is paid in 
full prior to closing with the following documentation requirements: 

o Credit supplement showing a zero balance. 
o Use of gift funds for debt payoff is acceptable. 

 

Qualifying Rate 

Fixed Period ARMs (5/1): Qualify at the greater of the fully indexed rate or the Note Rate.  
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Loan Analysis Worksheet  
 

Loan Analysis Worksheet – 26-6393 

The Loan Analysis Worksheet is where everything 
comes together.   

There are 6 sections which include the following: 

1. Loan Data 
2. Borrower’s Personal and Financial Status 
3. Estimated Monthly Shelter Expenses  
4. Debts and Obligations 
5. Monthly Income and Deductions 
6. Disposition of Application and Underwriter 

Certification 
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We will detail each section below. 

Section A - Loan Data 

Section B – Borrower’s Personal and Financial Status 

 

Section C – Estimated Monthly Shelter Expense. Use monthly P & I, taxes and insurance, 
any HOA dues, & Maintenance and Utilities amount of $0.14 per sq. foot.  

Section D – Debts and Obligations, add child care expense here 
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LOAN ANALYSIS (VA FORM 26-6393) 

Only verified income can be considered in total effective income. The income calculation and 
analysis performed by the Lender Underwriter to determine the veteran’s income must be 
documented in the file. VA Form 26-6393 is used to analyze the veteran’s income, debts, and 
creditworthiness. 

ACTIVE MILITARY 
 
 
VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Obtain an original military Leave 
and Earning Statement (LES) 
dated no more than 120 days 
prior to the Note signing date 
instead of a VOE. 

Determine if the service member is within 12 months of 
release from active duty or end of the contract term. If 
the date is within 12 months of the anticipated loan. 
l i  d t  bt i   f th  f ll i  

 
- Documentation of re-enlistment to a date beyond the 

12-month period following the projected closing of the 
loan. 

Or  

- A statement from the service member the he/she 
intends to re-enlist or extend his/her period of active 
duty to a date beyond the 12-month period plus a 
statement from the service member’s commanding 
officer confirming that the service member is eligible to 
re- enlist or extend his/her active duty and that the 
commanding officer has no reason to believe that the 
re-enlistment or extension of active duty will not be 
granted. 

Or  
- Verification of a valid offer of local civilian employment 

following the release from active duty. 

Or  

- Documentation of strong mitigating factors, such as a 
down payment of at least 10%, significant cash 
reserves, and clear evidence of strong ties to the 
community coupled with a nonmilitary spouse’s income 
high enough that only minimal income from the active 
duty service member is needed to qualify. 
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SUBSISTENCE AND CLOTHING ALLOWANCES 

VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 

The subsistence (rations) and 
clothing allowances are indicated 
on the LES. 

Verified allowances may be included as effective non-
taxable income. 
 

MILITARY QUARTERS ALLOWANCE 

VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Verification is required * Military quarters allowance may be included as effective 
nontaxable income** if properly verified. In most areas, 
there will be an additional variable housing allowance that 
can also be included. 
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* Verification of this income may be obtained from the borrower’s paystub, or on Military.com 
under Benefits on the Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) Rate Tables (amount must be 
verified based on geographic duty, location, pay grade, and dependency status), or on the 
Department of Defense Web site. 

** Tax-free income may be “grossed up” only for calculating the debt-to-income ratio, not 
residual income. Do not add non-taxable income to taxable income before “grossing up.” 

 

 

 

 

OTHER  MILITARY ALLOWANCES 

 VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Other allowances include: 
propay, flight or hazard 
pay, overseas pay, and 
combat pay. 

To consider a military allowance in the underwriting analysis, 
obtain verification of the type and amount of the military 
allowance and how long the veteran has received it. These types 
of pay are subject to periodic review and/or testing of the 
recipient to determine eligibility. These allowances are 
considered taxable income. These allowances may be included in 
effective income only if it is expected to continue because of the 
nature of the veteran’s assigned duties; for example, flight pay 
for a verified pilot. 

VOLUNTARY  SEPARATION PAYMENTS 

VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Special Separation 
Benefit (SSB) 

A one-time lump sum. 

Taxable in the year received. 

Treat as any substantial cash reserve. 

Voluntary Separation 
Incentive (VSI) 

Annual payments. 

Include in effective income. 

Taxable in the year received. 

Payment period is calculated by multiplying the veteran’s 

years of service time two. 

Available only to veterans with six or more years of service 

(equating to a minimum of 12 years’ annual payments). 
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Section E – Monthly Income and Deductions 

• Compute taxes and deductions, either with charts or online www.paycheckcity.com. 
• Add nontaxable income to compute Total Income, Line 39. 
• Subtract Obligations in Section D, to compute Total Net Effective Income, Line 41. 
• Subtract Est. Monthly Shelter Exp. from Section D, - Balance Available for Family 

Support, Line 43.  Fill in the Guideline from the Residual Income Guide Chart.  
• Finally, Compute Ratio by adding Lines 15-18, 20 & 40 and ÷ sums of lines 31 and 38. 

 

 

  

http://www.paycheckcity.com/
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Assets 
 

CASH REQUIRED TO CLOSE 

The veteran or spouse must have sufficient cash to cover: 

• Any closing costs or points that are the veteran’s responsibility and are not financed 
in the loan. 

AND    

• The difference between the sales price and loan amount, if the sales price exceeds the 
reasonable value established by VA. Gift funds cannot be used for this purpose. 

- Verify all liquid assets owned by the veteran or spouse to the extent 
they are needed to close the loan and/or those that may have a 
bearing on the overall credit analysis. 

Retirement Accounts: 60% of the veteran's vested balance can be used. 

 

CASH RESERVES 

The following reserves requirements must be met for purchases and refinances: 

1 unit: No reserves required. 

2-4 units: No reserves required (when rental is not being used to qualify). 

2-4 units: 6 months PITI required (when rental income is being used to qualify). 

 

 

  

NOTE: Refer to the Loan Amount section of the guidelines for reserve 
requirements on jumbo loans. 
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DOCUMENTATION 

• Two most recent consecutive months bank statements. 
OR     

• Verification of Deposits (VODs):  
• Verification of Deposits (VODs) may be provided in lieu of bank statements, per 

AUS findings. VODs must reflect the following: 
� The VOD form must be computer-generated. The information from the 

institution may be handwritten. 
� Borrower(s) name(s) and address. 
� Institution Name and address. 
� Account numbers. 
� Current account balance. 
� Minimum 2-month average account balance. 

• All large increases/discrepancies between current balances and average balances 
must be well documented with a LOE from the borrower and a paper trail. 

• If a VOD is used to document assets, a cancelled check (reflecting a date before 
the VOD was completed) can be provided to verify that earnest money funds have 
cleared. 

• All loans must have sufficient funds verified prior to final approval. 

 

CASH TO CLOSE/ASSETS 

 
• Verify all liquid assets - difference between sales price and appraisal and borrower’s 

closing costs that are not financed. 
• Checking, Savings, Proceeds from Sale, Gift from relative, or Gift program, withdrawal 

from 401k (60% of vested balance), cash on hand (limited credit user and no bank 
accounts). 

• VOD’s per AUS findings or 2 months’ bank statements for liquid assets. 
• Premium pricing may be used for closing costs (not compensation). 
• Earnest Money Deposit – Verified and documented by either cancelled check with 2 

mos. bank stmts, OR verify sufficient funds in borrowers account to cover. 
• Reserves. 
• Not required for Standard or High Balance loan amounts. 
• 6 months PITI on 2-4 units using rent to qualify. 
• 3 months PITI on any other rentals the borrower may own, excluding a departing 

residence. 
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DOWN PAYMENT 

• No down payment is required by VA (provided the borrower has full entitlement) unless 
the purchase price exceeds the reasonable value of the property. 

• Gift funds are not eligible to pay the difference between the sales price and loan 
amount, if the sales price exceeds the reasonable value established by VA. 

• Earnest Money Deposit. 
• Must be verified and documented by one of the following: 

o If the Earnest Money check has cleared: 
 Copy of the borrower's cancelled check and two month's bank 

statements (up to and including the date the check cleared) to evidence 
a sufficient average balance to support the amount of the Earnest Money 
deposit. 

o If the Earnest Money check has not cleared: 
 Verification that there are sufficient funds on deposit in the borrower's 

account(s) to cover Earnest Money and any other required funds to close 
 The source of the deposit check must be documented to ensure that the 

deposit is not counted twice in the file (deducted from the fund to close 
and counted in the assets). 

• If a VOD is used to document assets, a cancelled check (reflecting a date before the 
VOD was completed) can be provided to verify that earnest money funds have cleared. 

 

GIFT FUNDS 

• Cash on Hand by Donor – Not acceptable. 
• Donor’s funds – Gift Letter & Receipt of Gift funds required. 
• Gift Letter must include: 

o Funds given to homebuyer were not made available to donor from any person 
or entity with an interest in the sale of the property, including seller, real estate 
agent or broker, builder, loan officer, or any entity associated with them, unless 
related. 

• Donor Borrowed gift funds 
o Evidence gift funds were borrowed from an acceptable source, (not from any 

party to the transaction). 
 

BUSINESS FUNDS 

The use of business funds as a source for down payments, closing costs and reserves are 
allowed under the following guidelines: 
 
Entities: sole proprietors, corporations and partnerships. 
Ownership: Borrower's ownership or interest in the business must be confirmed by 
documentation such as business license, corporate or partnership tax returns. 
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Verification of the Ability of Funds: 
• Sole Proprietors – Verify 100% ownership 
• Corporation  

• If borrower is not 100% stockholder, verify ability to use funds to extent 
of the % of ownership is required and approval from stockholders with 
corporate resolution.   

• Partnerships 
• Borrower must be a general partner. 
• Verification of ability to withdraw funds to the extent of the % of 

ownership, and approval from other partners is required. 
• Cash Flow Analysis and/or CPA letter is required. 

• Borrower has full use of funds. 
• No repayment is required (not advance of future earnings). 
• Withdrawal of funds has no negative impact on business. 
• CPA to address if withdrawal of funds will have negative future tax 

issues. 
• CPA may not be related, nor interested party to transaction. 

 

If business funds are used for down payment and/or closing costs, the accountant may not 
be related to the borrower or be an interested party to the transaction. 

• Cash on Hand    
o Limited user of credit  
o No bank accounts   

• Checking deposits    
• Gift -Relative or Gift Program  
• Proceeds from Sale   
• Savings deposit    
• Seller paid VA allowable closing costs and/or prepaid expenses 
• Withdrawal from 401k (use 60%) of vested balance-not required to include loan in 

ratio  
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VA Funding Fee 
 
The Funding Fee is a charge that most Veterans pay to use the VA Loan Guaranty Program. 
The VA Funding Fee may be financed. On loan amounts exceeding $417,000 (or 
$625,500 for AK and HI), if the combined loan amount plus the funding fee exceeds 
the county limit, the portion of the total funding fee that exceeds the county limit may 
not be financed into the loan amount. 
 
The borrower may finance 100% of the Funding Fee or pay the entire amount in 
cash. The Funding Fee payment may not be split between financing and cash 
payment. 
 

• The Funding Fee is calculated on the base loan amount. 

• The following Veterans are exempt from paying the fee: 

o Veterans receiving VA compensation for service-connected disabilities. 

o Veterans who would be entitled to receive compensation for service-connected 
disabilities if they did not receive retirement pay. 

o Surviving spouses of Veterans who died in service or from service-connected 
disabilities. 

• The VA Funding Fee may be financed, or paid by veteran or seller. 

• Maximum loan amounts include the financed funding fee 
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VA Funding Fee Chart 

Type of Veteran Down Payment % 1st Time Use % 2nd + use 

Purchase Loans 

Regular Military 

(codes on ACE generated 
COE, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9 or 10) 

0 to 4.99%  

5% to 9.99%  

10% or more  

2.15% 

1.50% 

1.25% 

3.30% 

1.50% 

1.25% 

Reserves/National Guard 

(6 Years of service, Code 
11) 

0 to 4.99% 

5% to 9.99% 

10% or more  

2.40% 

1.75% 

1.50% 

3.30% 

1.75% 

1.50% 

Cash-Out Refinance Loans 

Regular Military N/A 2.15% 3.30% 

Reserves/National Guard N/A 2.40% 3.30% 

Interest Rate Reduction Refinance 0.50% 
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EXEMPTION OF VA FUNDING FEE 

Verify exempt status by obtaining one of the following: 

• Certificates of Eligibility, NEW section may reflect status. 
• A properly completed and signed VA Form 26-8937, Verification of VA Benefits, sent 

to and processed by VA. 
• An award letter issued within 1 year of the date of the loan application indicating 

Veteran is entitled to receipt of VA disability compensation. 
• For a Veteran who elected service retirement pay instead of VA compensation, a copy 

of the original VA notification of disability rating and documentation of veteran’s 
service retirement income, or 

• Indications on the Certificate of Eligibility that the borrower is entitled as an unmarried 
surviving spouse. 
 

VERIFICATION OF VA BENEFITS FORM 26-8937 

This form may be required in instances where the borrower is a surviving spouse of a veteran. 
This form was previously required if trying to prove exemption from VA funding fee. These 
days, most COEs will reflect if the veteran is exempt from the VA funding fee. 

Ask the veteran and applicable co-borrowers if he or she: 

1. Is receiving VA disability benefits. 

2. Would be entitled to receive VA disability, but receives retired pay. 

3. Has received VA disability benefits in the past, or 

4. Is a surviving spouse of a veteran who died on active duty or as a result of a 
service-connected disability? 

If the answer is yes to one of the above questions and the COE does not reflect an exempt 
status, submit the form to: 

 U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 

 Phoenix Regional Loan Center 

 3333 North Central Avenue 

 Phoenix, AZ  85012 
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Property 
 
PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY 

• SFR, Condo, 2-4 units 
• PUD (Attached & Detached) 
• Condos must be acceptable to VA, check VA’s site: 

https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch 
 

UNACCEPTABLE PROPERTIES 
• Manufactured Homes by exception 
• Condos less than 400 square feet 
• Co-ops 
• VA REO’s 
• Other properties not likely to meet min. property requirements 

• Recently listed properties must have the listing canceled 6 months prior to the loan 
application date or the loan is subject to 70% LTV.  A copy of the canceled/expired 
listing should be in file, along with an MLS search to verify the property is not currently 
listed with another agent. 
 

ADDITIONAL UNACCEPTABLE PROPERTIES 

• Properties not likely to meet Minimum Property Requirements (MPRs). 
• Properties with Chinese drywall. 
• Location-related problems: 

o A Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), and the lowest floor below the 100-year 
flood level, or flood insurance is not available. 

o An area subject to regular flooding whatever reason, whether or not it is in an 
SFHA). 

o A Coastal Barrier Resources System area. 
o An airport Noise Zone 3, if proposed or under construction. 
o A transmission line easement involving high-pressure gas or liquid petroleum 

or high-voltage electricity, if any part of the residential structure is located 
within the easement. 

o An area susceptible to geological or soil instability (such as earthquakes, 
landslides, or other history of unstable soils), if proposed/under/new 
construction and the builder cannot provide evidence that either the site is not 
affected or the problem has been adequately addressed in the engineering 
design. 

o Condominium project not approved. 
o Ownership not fee-simple. 

 

 

https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
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CONVERSION OF PRIMARY RESIDENCE – TO SECOND HOME 

• Both payments must be considered. 
• Reserves required as per AUS. 
• 3 months PITIA required for other NOO properties. 
• If buying 2-4 unit & using rent to qualify: 

o 6 months’ reserves and 2-year history managing rental properties. 
• Rental income to offset the mortgage payment of the departed residence is acceptable 

provided the following: 
o Lease agreement must be obtained (minimum 12-month term). 
o Documented security deposit. 
o Cannot be used as income (can only be used to offset the mortgage payment 

of the departed residence). 
o Reserves are not required. 

 

CONVERSION OF PRIMARY RESIDENCE TO A RENTAL 

• Rental income may only be used to offset the mortgage payment on the departing 
residence: 

o Lease agreement with a minimum 12-month term – Required. 
o Documented security deposit – Required. 
o No reserves required. 

 

PENDING SALE OF REAL ESTATE 

In instances where the Veteran intends to sell the property but will not close before the 
purchase of a new principal residence occurs: 

• The principal, interest, taxes and insurance (PITI) on both the pending sale and the 
new property must be included in qualifying the Veteran AND the following 
documentation must be obtained: 
o Cash reserves totaling at least six months PITI for both properties. 
OR  
o Cash reserves totaling at least two months PITI for both properties if able to 

document equity of a least 30% in the existing principal residence property. 
Acceptable documentation for determining the equity position is an HVCC-
compliant appraisal report. 
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PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY – TERMITE INSPECTION 

Report and Clearance – for heavy and moderate to heavy areas, according to the Termite 
Infestation Probability Map.  All condo units located on the first floor are included in 
requirement. Purchase and regular refinances only. 

 

PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY – WELL AND SEPTIC 

 
Well Water and Septic System Inspections 

 
• Connection to public or community water/sewage disposal system is required only 

mandatory when required by the local building, planning or health authorities.  

• Water quality for an individual water supply must meet requirements of local health 
authority.  If there are no specific requirements, then the max contaminant levels est. 
by the EPA will apply.   

o If health authority is unable to perform water quality analysis timely, a 
commercial testing lab or licensed sanitary engineer acceptable to health 
authority may take and test the water sample. 

• Provide evidence from local health authority for other source authorized by A that the 
individual water supply and/or sewage disposal system is/are acceptable. 

• Septic systems must be inspected if called for by VA appraiser. 

• Septic system installation permit must be provided on new construction loans. 
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WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM 

An individual water purification system is a system that is needed to make the water safe and 
meet code when the individual water supply is unsafe for human consumption unless the 
system is operating properly. This is not a system that is installed to improve the taste or 
softness of the water. Properties that utilize an individual water purification system are eligible 
only if all of the following apply: 

• Public water is not available and;  
• Individual water supplies in the area are served by an aquifer confirmed by the health 

department to be contaminated.  
 

PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY – CONDO/ATTACHED PUD INSURANCE 

• Insurance policy should be included in submission package for underwriter review as 
part of project review. 

• Walls-In or H-06 Policy is required, where master HOA policy does not provide 
replacement coverage for any affixed improvements that the borrower made or will 
make to the unit (cabinets, flooring, countertops, plumbing fixtures, etc.). 

• Walls-In insurance must be impounded on all LTV’s greater than 89.99%. 
• An acceptable individual Contents and Liability Policy with Walls-In coverage must 

include the fixtures, equipment, and replacement of improvements and provide 
betterment coverage to include any made. 

• Maximum 5% deductible. 
• Must be included in monthly housing payment calculated. 

 

CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS 

If the property state requires Carbon Monoxide Detectors in the subject property and the 
detectors are missing or nonfunctional: 

• As-Is property:  
o A 1004D (provided by the appraiser) OR a Lender Certification (provided by a 

Lender Employee) along with supporting photo(s) must be provided to verify 
that the detectors have been installed and/or are currently functioning on every 
floor of the subject property.  

• Subject-To property: 
o A 1004D (provided by the appraiser) must be provided to verify that the 

detectors have been installed and/or are currently functioning on every floor of 
the property. 

• Carbon Monoxide detectors should never be listed on the appraisal as a MPR (and if 
so, appraiser must provide corrected appraisal). 
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CONDOMINIUM AND ATTACHED PUD INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Insurance Policy should be reviewed by the Underwriter as part of the project review. Refer 
to Condo-PUD Guidelines Matrix for additional information. 

 

"WALLS-IN" CONDOMINIUM AND ATTACHED PUD INSURANCE 

 “Walls-In” insurance coverage is required on all VA condominium and attached PUD loans, 
where the master or Blanket HOA policy does not provide replacement coverage for any 
affixed improvements that the borrower makes to the unit (cabinets, flooring, countertops, 
plumbing fixtures, etc.). 

 

Walls-In Insurance Requirements 

• All condominium and attached PUD loans must include a Walls-In insurance policy if 
the master HOA policy does not provide coverage for the interior of the unit. 

• Walls-In insurance must be impounded on all condominium and attached PUD loans 
(per standard LTV insurance impound requirements of 80% or 90%, depending on 
state). 

• An acceptable Individual Contents and Liability Policy with Walls-In coverage must 
include the fixtures, equipment, and replacement of improvements and provide 
betterment coverage to include any improvements that the borrower may have made. 

• A maximum 5% deductible applies. 

Walls-In Insurance to Be Included in Monthly Housing Payment Calculation 

Whether the Walls-In insurance is impounded or not, the payment must be included in the 
monthly housing payment calculation, and subsequently the debt to income ratios. 

 

DEED RESTRICTIONS 

A deed restriction is a rule affecting the future transferability of real property. Properties with 
deed restrictions are only acceptable for age restrictions (for age-restricted communities). 

Deed restrictions are not acceptable on VA jumbo loan transactions. 

 

HURRICANE INSURANCE (HAWAII PROPERTIES) 

Hazard insurance policies that limit or exclude from coverage (in whole or part) windstorm, 
hurricane, hail damages or any other perils that are normally included under an extended 
coverage endorsement must be supplemented by a separate hurricane insurance policy issued 
by the Hawaiian Hurricane Relief Fund.  
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Appraisal Requirements 
GENERAL APPRAISAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Appraisals must be on form 1004 with photos interior and exterior. 
• Appraisal reviews MAY be required at FAM underwriter’s discretion. 
• Flipping Policy – No current FAM restrictions, however, rapid appreciation and/or red 

flags for property flipping must be addressed. 
• NOV – Notice of Value is valid for 6 months, issued by SAR. 
• Re-Inspection and Review for Disaster Areas will be required. 

 

An appraisal is required to help ensure that any property that will become the security for a 
VA-guaranteed loan: 

1. Has a loan-to-value within program parameters, and    
2. Is in a condition acceptable to VA 
3. Borrower acknowledgement is required when the property purchase price exceeds the 

appraised value. 

  

 

 

 

 

NOTE: All appraisals must be ordered through Lender's Appraisal 
Department (standard HVCC process must be followed, appraisals may not 
be processed through TAS). 

NOTE: The total loan amount must be supported by the value of the 
property. The appraised value must be supported and be equal to or greater 
than the total loan amount. 
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APPRAISAL FORM REQUIREMENTS 
1. Total loan amounts up to and including $417,000 ($625,500 for AK and HI): Form 

1004.  
2. Total loan amount >= $417,001 ($625,501 for AK and HI): Form 1004.  
3. A 1004MC (Market Conditions Addendum) is required on ALL loan files.   

 
All 1004 Appraisal Reports Must Include: 

• Interior photographs, which at a minimum show: the kitchen, all bathrooms, main 
living area, examples of physical deterioration (if present) and examples of recent 
updates such as restoration, remodeling and renovation (if present). 

• Clear, illustrative, original photographs showing the front, rear view (preferably 
including a different side view in each photograph) and a street scene of the subject 
property and the front of each comparable sale. 

• The subject and all comparables must be appropriately identified. 
• Include photographs of any improvement, site feature or view affecting value. 
• Acceptable photographs include clear, illustrative images. Copies of photographs from 

a multiple listing service are acceptable only with an explanation why original photos 
are not available (i.e. gated communities where access may require trespass to 
photograph, etc.). 

 
VA IRRRLs 
A 2055 Exterior Appraisal is required (including a 1004MC). 
 
APPRAISAL REVIEW 
LARAs are not required but may be ordered at the Lender Underwriter's discretion. 
 
CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS 
If the property state requires Carbon Monoxide Detectors in the subject property and the 
detectors are missing or nonfunctional: 

• As-Is Property: 
o A 1004D (provided by the appraiser) OR a Lender Certification (provided by a 

Lender Employee) along with supporting photo(s) must be provided to verify 
that the detectors have been installed and/or are currently functioning on every 
floor of the property. 

• Subject-To Property: 
o A 1004D (provided by the appraiser) must be provided to verify that the 

detectors have been installed and/or are currently functioning on every floor of 
the property. 

• Carbon Monoxide detectors should never be listed on the appraisal as a MPR (and if 
so, appraiser must provide corrected appraisal). 

FLIPPING POLICY 
No current Lender restrictions (red flags for property flipping & rapid appreciation must still 
be addressed by the Lender Underwriter). 
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INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS 
Appraisers must look for and report evidence of wood destroying insect infestation, fungus 
growth and dry rot in addition to any other VA requirement for an inspection of the property 
by a wood destroying insect inspector. If the appraisal indicates evidence of wood destroying 
insect infestation, inspection requirements as detailed in the property eligibility section of the 
guidelines must be met. 
 
MINIMUM PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS 
VA Minimum Property Requirements (MPRs) provide general acceptability criteria for 
properties that will become the security for VA- guaranteed loans. MPRs provide a basis for 
determining that the property is safe, structurally sound, sanitary, and meets the standards 
considered acceptable in a permanent home in its locality. 

 
SUPERFUND SITES 

• A Superfund site is an uncontrolled or abandoned place where hazardous waste is 
located, possibly affecting local ecosystems or 

• Properties located within a Superfund Site are ineligible if the appraiser indicates any 
of the following: 

o The Superfund Site has an adverse effect on marketability or   
o The site is hazardous and/or presents health or safety concerns 

NOTICE OF VALUE (NOV) 

• The VA Underwriter (SAR) must distribute the appraisal and Notice of Value to the 
borrower. 

• The NOV for the property appraised is valid for six months. 
• The VA Underwriter (SAR) must issue the NOV at the appraised value reflected in the 

appraisal report and may not issue a NOV that deviates from the fee appraiser's value 
estimate. 

  

NOTE: Other "local" property requirements:  
http://www.homeloans.va.gov/cav_approved_local_conditions.htm 

http://www.homeloans.va.gov/cav_approved_local_conditions.htm
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RE-INSPECTION AND REVIEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DISASTER AREAS 

• Lender will implement additional property re-inspection and review requirements on 
loans secured by properties located in disaster areas. It is important to note that not 
all disaster areas as determined by Lender are qualified as FEMA disaster declarations. 
Please refer to the following procedures on loans that are located in Lender-determined 
disaster areas. 

• Any Appraisal Performed on or Before Incident Period End Date for Disaster: Property 
must be re-inspected by the original appraiser or acceptable inspection source (such 
as, a nationally recognized field company or local professional licensed inspector). The 
appraiser/property inspector must provide the following commentary/ evidence: 
Property is free from damage and the disaster had no effect on value or marketability. 

• If the re-inspection indicates damage, the extent of the damage must be addressed. 
Completion of repairs is required as evidenced by Form 1004D, Appraisal Update 
and/or Completion Report, with photos, prior to funding the loan. 

• Standard Appraisal Performed After Incident Period End Date for Disaster (Appraisal 
report forms 1004,1004c,1025, 1073 and 2090): An interior inspection is required in 
all Declared Disaster areas for one year from the date of the disaster declaration. If 
the property is free from damage: Preferably, all comparables should be post-disaster; 
however, if sufficient comparables are not available, then the appraiser must provide 
current photos of the subject property and comparables. Multiple Listing Service (MLS) 
photos or photos used for previous appraisals are not acceptable. 

• If the appraisal indicates damage: The extent of the damage must be addressed. 
Completion of repairs is required evidenced by Form 1004D/442, Appraisal Update 
and/or Completion Report, with photos, prior to funding. 

• Non-Standard Appraisals (Property Valuation Update, 1075, 2055, 2075 and 2095): 
o Not allowed until one year after the date of the disaster declaration 

• VA Guaranty Eligibility: Any loan funded prior to the disaster is eligible for VA guaranty 
without regard to the disaster. 

• For a loan on a property located within the disaster area to be eligible for VA guaranty, 
appraised on or before the date of the disaster, and not funded prior to that date, the 
following certifications must be included in the loan file: 

o Lender Certification - This is to affirm that the property which is the security 
for VA loan number has been inspected to ensure that it was either not 
damaged in the recent disaster or has been restored to its pre- disaster 
condition or better. (The Lender Certification must be signed by the Lender, 
including Title and Date). 

• Veteran Certification - I have inspected the property located at  and find its condition 
now to be acceptable to me. I understand that I will not be charged for any disaster-
related expenses, and now wish to close the loan. (The Veteran Certification must be 
signed and dated by the Veteran). 
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REPAIR INSPECTION PROCESSING PROCEDURES 
 
Refer to Circular 26-14-8 for guidance.  Required repairs should be addressed - any repairs 
that impact safety, livability or habitability must be completed. The property condition must 
be rated "average" or better. 

SWIMMING POOL/SPA REQUIREMENTS 

• Pool/Spa included in appraised value: 
o The appraiser must state that the swimming pool/spa does not pose any health, 

safety or environmental hazards. 
o The appraiser must state that the pool/spa equipment is fully operational. 

• Pool/Spa NOT included in appraised value: 
o The appraiser must state that the swimming pool/spa does not pose any health, 

safety or environmental hazards. 
• Empty swimming pools/spas may be acceptable if one of the following requirements is 

met: 
o The swimming pool/spa is secured by a cover that would be sufficiently sturdy 

to prevent a person from falling in the pool or through the cover. 
o The swimming pool/spa has been filled with dirt. 
o A fence surrounds the swimming pool/spa. 

• If the pool/spa is empty or non-functional, the appraiser must comment on the effect 
on the property's marketability. 

• Above-ground pools: 
o The appraiser must state that the swimming pool does not pose any health, 

safety or environmental hazards. 

TRANSFERRED APPRAISALS 

Per VA Circular 26-11-14, an appraisal/NOV indicating "Any Qualified Veteran" in the Borrower 
field is not eligible. The name of the Veteran must be entered as the borrower in this field. 
Appraisals are not allowed to be transferred; if the Veteran's name is not indicated on the 
appraisal, a new case # and appraisal must be ordered. 

• Appraisals must be on form 1004 with photos interior and exterior. 
• Appraisal reviews MAY be required at FAM underwriter’s discretion. 
• Flipping Policy – No current FAM restrictions, however, rapid appreciation and/or red 

flags for property flipping must be addressed. 
• NOV – Notice of Value is valid for 6 months, issued by SAR. 
• Re-Inspection and Review for Disaster Areas will be required. 
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APPRAISAL ORDERING WITH FAM 
 
This Is an Exception Only Upon FAM Management Approval 
 

• Until Broker has obtained Lender ID #, FAM will place the appraisal request and obtain 
the VA case number (LIN).   Once you receive your ID number, you may request the 
appraisal assignment/case number. 

• Complete the VA Appraisal/Case Number Request, including ALL applicable information 
requested. 

• Send it to your respective Operations Center.  Include CSR in the email. 
• Include the purchase contract and prelim. 
• You will receive an email from FAM upon receipt of appraiser assignment, with a copy 

of the completed 1805, with case # and assigned appraiser. 
• Appraiser will send email notice to FAM upon completion of appraisal. 
• FAM will underwrite the appraisal and produce NOV, and a copy will be provided via 

email to broker, along with appraisal invoice. 
• Broker is responsible for payment of appraisal to appraiser. 
• Please provide copies of appraisal/1805 in submission package. 

 
Ordering Appraisals/VA LIN/Case # 

1. You must be a registered user of the VA’s VIP system. 
2. VA Assigns the case number (LIN) and appraiser for each VA home loan, through 

WEBLGY – The Appraisal System. 
3. Log in to https://vip.vba.va.gov, then select WEBLGY, then 

Requester/Assignments/Single Property and select Appraisal Type as LAP – 
Lender Appraisal Processing Program Case (Enter sponsor ID number in item 1.E, 
FAM Sponsor ID is 6050200000. 

4. Click Submit and follow instructions on screen. 
5. Enter your FAM Operations Center email address. 
6. WEBLGY will assign a case number and an appraiser. 
7. A completed VA Form 26-1805-1 VA Request for Determination of Reasonable 

Value will be generated. 
8. Immediately email WEBLGY-generated VA Form 26-1805-1, along with a copy of 

the purchase contract/addendums and prelim to the assigned appraiser. 
9. Appraisal completion will be sent to FAM for underwriting.  Broker will be notified 

upon completion of NOV via email. 
10. Broker is responsible for ensuring payment to VA appraiser. 
11. Include copy of appraisal assignment/appraisal, etc. in submission package. 
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Registering for VA’S VIP System 
You must be a registered user of VA’s VIP online system in order to request appraisals (TAS) 
and Certificates of Eligibility (ACE). 

What Do I Need in Order to Register? 

1. VA Lender ID number – FAM’s VA ID number is 6050200000 
2. PIN Number (last 4 digits of the 10 digit VA ID)  

• User’s name 
• User’s social security number   
• User’s email address 

How Do I Register?   

1. Go to https://vip.vba.va.gov. 
2. Click on the word “User Register” on the left side of the web page.  
3. On the next screen select the option “Click here to Register”. 
4. Complete information that is requested. All items with a * are required. 
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CAIVRS 
 
 

• CAIVRS (Credit Alert Interactive Voice Response System) is a HUD-maintained system 
to determine if the borrower has defaulted on any federally-assisted loans. 

• A CAIVRS inquiry must be performed on all borrowers (not required on non-
purchasing spouse) in all community property states. 

• HUD offers online access for CAIVRS to VA lenders with registration.  
https://vip.vba.va.gov   

• CAIVRS is available with VA Lender ID, register at: 
 https://entp.hud.gov/idapp/html/f57register.cfm 

• Consider any obligations appearing in CAIVRS when qualifying. 
• Any delinquent or default disqualifies the borrower from obtaining the loan, unless 

brought current or to satisfactory status with the Federal agency. 

Must provide form and document a CAIVRS screening on each veteran and any co-obligor. An 
applicant cannot be considered a satisfactory credit risk if he or she is presently delinquent 
or in default on any debt to the federal government until the delinquent account has been 
brought current or satisfactory arrangements have been made between the veteran and the 
federal agency. 

CAIVRS is not required for non-purchasing spouses in community property states. 

 

FRAUD CHECKS 

 
A complete and satisfactory Fraud Check Report (completed by Lender) must be included in 
every loan file. 

  

https://vip.vba.va.gov/
https://entp.hud.gov/idapp/html/f57register.cfm
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Underwriting 
 
GENERAL GUIDELINES 

 
• The loan being paid off through the refinance must be the loan indicated on the COE. 

In some cases, a copy of the note may be required to verify the LHG number. 
• The minimum guaranty on an IRRRL is 25% regardless of the dollar amount of 

guaranty being transferred from the prior loan. 
• If the veteran is deceased and the surviving spouse was a co-obligor, the spouse is 

considered a veteran for the IRRRL. 
o Surviving spouse must own the property.  

• All borrowers must occupy the subject property.  

 

AUTOMATED UNDERWRITING 

 
• Must receive a DU approve/Eligible or LP Accept. 
• 41% to <= 55% debt ratios require significant documented compensating factors 
• Include copy of findings in submission package. 
• A finding of Approve/Eligible or Accept, can reduce the amount of documentation 

requirements, and underwriting time of a loan file. 
• Absence of the above positive findings does not provide a basis for denying a loan 

application.  
• AUS not available for IRRRLs. 

 

MANUAL UNDERWRITING 

 
• Loans not receiving a DU or LP Approval may be manually underwritten IF: 

o The VA loan file was underwritten and approved by a VA Credit Underwriter 
(under Lender's Automatic Authority Approval). See "Underwriter 
Requirements" topic within this section). 
AND 

o The loan file meets all published loan program guidelines 
AND   

o The loan file contains documentation to support the underwriting decision (that 
includes compensating factors). 

• All manually underwritten loan files must include compensating factors (see 
"Compensating Factors" topic within this section). 

• On manual or “Refer" recommendations, a written explanation is required for: 
o Bankruptcies  
o Consumer Credit Counseling 
o Foreclosures  
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o Lates, Collections, etc. 
o Inquiries in last 90 days 
o Any Single debt greater than 2% of gross monthly income on the credit report 

but not on application 
• Maximum DTI for manually underwritten loans is 50%. 

 

COMPENSATING FACTORS (REQUIRED FOR REFER/MANUAL UNDERWRITE WITH 
RATIOS OF 41% - 50%) 

 
• Excellent credit history  
• Conservative use of consumer credit 
• Minimal consumer debt  
• Long-term employment  
• Significant liquid assets  
• Sizable down payment  
• Existence of equity in refinancing loans 
• Little or no increase in shelter expense 
• Satisfactory homeownership experience 
• High residual income  
• Tax credits for child care  
• Tax Benefits of home ownership 

 

UNDERWRITER REQUIREMENTS 

 
• Appraisal Review:   

o Must be a VA-Approved SAR (Staff Appraisal Reviewer), under Lender's VA LAPP 
Approval (Lender Appraisal Processing. 

• Credit Underwriting:  
o Must be a VA-Approved Credit Underwriter (under Lender's VA Automatic 

Authority Approval). 

 
CREDIT DOWNGRADE TO MANUAL UNDERWRITE 

 
• If credit terms or loan information was not considered in AUS decision, an 

Approve/Eligible or Accept decision must be downgraded to Refer and be manually 
underwritten: 

o Delinquent federal debt, CAIVRS, and suspended and debarred individuals. 
o Disputed accounts, significant inaccuracy or undisclosed debt. 
o Previous foreclosure (3 yrs. standard 2 yrs. VA Plus) and BK (2 yrs.) of 

application. 
o Collection accounts, tax liens, charge-off, judgment. 
o Delinquent items and any mortgage trade line, including mortgage line of credit 

payments during the most recent 12 months consisting of any of the following: 
 Three or more late payments greater than 30 days. 
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 One or more late payment of 60 days plus one or more 30 day late 
payments. 

 One payment greater than 90 days late. 
o Bank statements with multiple NSF charges. 
o Failure to meet specific conditions of an AUS approval. 

 

VA PRIOR APPROVAL 

The following requires VA prior approval / full file loan review: 

• VA Joint Loan: 
o A "joint loan" is a loan made to: 

 The Veteran and one or more non-Veterans (not spouse). 
 The Veteran and one or more Veterans (not spouse) who will be using 

their entitlement. 
 The Veteran and the Veteran's spouse who is also a Veteran, and both 

entitlements will be used. 
 The Veteran and one or more other Veterans (not spouse), all of who 

will use their entitlement. 
• A veteran in receipt of VA non-service connected pension. 
• A veteran who is rated incompetent by VA. 
• IRRRL made to refinance delinquent VA loans. 

A VA joint loan with a Veteran and a non-Veteran that is not a spouse, will only be guaranteed 
by the VA for the Veteran's portion of the loan. 

*Refer to Circular 26-14-8 for stacking order for a VA full file loan review. 

 

  

NOTE: The underwriting information contained in this document is intended 
for use in conjunction with the VA Lender's Handbook and subsequent 
applicable VA Circulars. 
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Loan Processing Steps 

 

  

Originate Loan 
application, with 
all VA forms and  

Disclosures

Order Certificate 
of Eligibility Order CAIVR

Order Verification 
of VA Benefits if 

applicable
Run Automated

Order Appraisal/Case 
Number and 

Termite Report / 
Other Inspections

Process Loan, Check 
for all VA Forms

Submit complete 
package to FAM

Receive Approval 
and close your loan 

with FAM
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Loan Submission Steps 
 

SUBMITTING A LOAN 

Step One: Log in to FAM Platinum www.famwholesale.com and click on “Loan Central”, 
then “Pricing and Submission Portal”. 

This takes you to a log in page for the FAM Web Portal. Enter your user name 
and password.  This is typically the first initial of your first name and your last 
name. (i.e.; Betty Sample would be Bsample.) 

Step Two: Once you successfully log in, your pipeline is displayed. This is where you can 
view your pipeline, create new loans and access Optimal Blue. 

Submissions must be received by 4:00 pm to be considered as received 
that day. 

Step Three: Please use the Submission Form and Checklist for submissions; including 
all applicable documentation/forms.  If the submission is not complete, 
underwriting may be delayed.  Please complete ALL sections of this form, 
so there will be no questions/errors/delays with your submission. 

Step Four: Be sure to check our TRID/RESPA requirements listed on the main FAM 
Wholesale screen and submit all applicable forms.  

Borrower signed forms – please be sure the borrower has signed these 
documents 

 Borrower’s Authorization (Credit Authorization) 

 4506T 

 SSA 

The loan application (1003) must be signed by the Loan Officer. A signed TRID 
compliance cert must also be signed by the LO for loans with broker prepared 
Loan Estimates.  

**Tip: Listed under TRID HELP on the main Finance of America Wholesale 
portal page, you will find Training, Tips and Guidance regarding Broker 
prepared LE’s. 

Step Five: If the file is complete, you will receive notification of receipt from the 
submission/registration desk and the file will go to underwriting.  If items are 
missing, the submission desk will contact you via email.  Please send all missing 
items to the setup team member that contacted you. Please make sure to cc 
your CSR. 

 

http://www.famwholesale.com/
http://www.famwholesale.com/
http://www.famwholesale.com/
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Documentation 
 

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR AUTOMATED UNDERWRITING CASES 

SUBJECT 
 

DOCUMENTATION CLASSIFICATION 
REFERENCE Documentation guidelines and Reductions 

for Refer 
Additional Documentation Reductions for 
Accept 

Types of credit 
reports 
used in reconciliation 

Use either of the following, if <90 days old: Use any of the following, if <90 days old: 

 · Merged credit report  · Selected in-file report 

 · RMCR  · All in-file reports 

   · Merged credit report 

   · RMCR 
Explanation of 
discrepancies in 
reported debt 

Provide written explanation for any single debt >2% of gross 
monthly income which appears on the credit report but is not 
listed on the application. 

No explanation is required. 

Verification of 
significant 
nonmortgage 
debt 

Obtain direct verification for significant debts not reported on the 
credit 
report  

Same as Refer. 
Note: Perform manual downgrade to Refer if direct verification 
reveals more than 1x30 day late payment in the past 12 months 
for any of the omitted debts. 

Note: Significant means that the debt has a monthly payment 
exceeding 2% of the stable monthly income for all borrowers. 

Mortgage payment 
history 

Obtain direct verification when ratings are not available on 
mortgages 
that are any of the following: 

Obtain direct verification when ratings are not available on 
mortgages 
that are any of the following: 

- Outstanding - Outstanding 
- Assumed - Assumed 
- Recently retired - Recently retired 
A written explanation of mortgage payment history is required 
for borrowers with more than 1x30 day late payment for all 
mortgages for the past 12 months. 

Note: Perform manual downgrade to Refer if direct verification 
reveals more than 1x30 day late payment in the past 12 
months for any mortgage debts. 

Account balances No re-verification is required for an account with an outstanding 
balance 
last updated <90 days before the date of the credit report, unless 
the account has a past due current status. 

Same as Refer 

Rental payment 
history 

Provide a written explanation when ratings are not available on 
the applicant’s rental payment history. 

No verification of rent is required when a minimum of four credit 
references is reported for all borrowers, each open for at least 
four years. 

Derogatory Explain basis of satisfactory credit risk determination in spite of 
derogatory credit information in the Remarks section of VA Form 
26- 6393, Loan Analysis. 

No explanation is required for adverse or derogatory credit 
information. 
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SUBJECT 
 

DOCUMENTATION CLASSIFICATION 
REFERENCE Documentation guidelines and Reductions 

for Refer 
Additional Documentation Reductions for 
Accept 

Employment No explanation for employment gaps is required if the gaps are 
<30 days 

No explanation for employment gaps is required if all of the 
following 
conditions are met: gaps 

 - Gaps are <60 days 

 - New employment is >6 months. 
Alimony and/or Provide the following: Same as Refer 

child support - Proof of deposits on bank statements for three months 

payments - Front page and details of support payments from the 
divorce decree, indicating evidence of at least three 
years’ continuance 

Verifying current 
employment for 
borrowers who are 
not self-employed 

Document telephone contact verifying borrower’s current 
employer. 

Same as Refer. 

 
Use only one current pay stub (versus pay stubs for one 
month) provided that it covers at least one full month of 
employment and contains the following: 

- Year-to-date (YTD) information 

- Bonus information 
- Overtime information 

Verifying Use a Verification of Employment (VOE) or any of the following, 
covering the two-year period prior to closing: 

No VOE is required if the borrower has been with the same 
employer for 
one year and W-2 Forms for one previous year have been 
collected. 

previous 

employment - W-2 Forms   
 - Income information obtained from the IRS via Form 

8821 or 4506 or alternate form acceptable he IRS that 
collects comparable information 

- No W-2 Forms are required for a borrower on active duty. 

  - No W-2 Forms are required if all of the following are met: 

   - Borrower with same employer >2 years 

    - Employer phone contact verifies the length of 
employment and current status (still employed) 

    - Borrower not self-employed or commissioned 

    - Bonus, overtime, or secondary income not 
needed to qualify 

    - Stable monthly income to be determined by using 
current base pay only (rather than total earnings) 

     
- 

 
Borrower signs one of the following for the 
previous two tax years: Form 8821, Form 4506 

Individual tax Provide one of the following, with all line items captured: Same as Refer. 

returns for self - Signed copies of individual tax returns for the most 
recent two-year period employed borrowers  

 - Individual income information obtained from the IRS via 
one of the following forms: Income information obtained 
from the IRS via Form 8821 or 4506 or alternate form 
acceptable he IRS that collects comparable information 

Balance sheets and 
profit and loss 
statements for self- 
employed borrowers 

No balance sheet or YTD Profit and Loss (YTD P&L) is required 
if any of 
the following occur: 

No balance sheet or YTD P&L is required. 

- Individual and business income information is obtained 
from the IRS prior to closing, via one of the following 
forms: Income information obtained from the IRS via 
Form 8821 or 4506 or alternate form acceptable he IRS 
that collects comparable information 

 
- 

 
Origination date is < seven months from the business’ 
fiscal year end (for which tax returns were provided) 

- Borrower is a de minimums self-employed borrower 
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SUBJECT 
 

DOCUMENTATION CLASSIFICATION 
REFERENCE Documentation guidelines and Reductions for 

Refer 
Additional Documentation Reductions for 
Accept 

Business tax returns 
for self-employed 
borrowers 

Provide one of the following, with all line items captured: No business tax returns are required if all of the following 
conditions are 
met: - Signed copies of business tax returns for the most recent 

two-year period  - Borrower proves ownership of the business for at least 
the past five years. - Business income information obtained from the IRS via 

one of the following forms: Income information obtained 
from the IRS via Form 8821 or 4506 or alternate form 
acceptable he IRS that collects comparable information 

 
 - Individual tax returns reflect consistent income for the 

past two years. 

  - No personal debt (revolving or installment) is being paid 
by the business (except business-use automobiles). 

  - Funds for down payment or closing costs are not from the 
business. 

  - Business structure (such as, partnership, corporation, 
sole proprietorship) has not changed in the past five 
years. 

   
- 

 
Loan is a purchase or no cash-out refinance. 

  - Business income is not being used to qualify the 
b  Tax returns for 

Schedule C self- 
employed borrowers 

No business tax returns are required. Same as Refer. 

Verify closing costs Verify veteran’s source of funds for payment of any difference 
between 
sales price and loan amount plus closing costs, if sales price 
exceeds reasonable value established by a CRV or Notice of 
Value (NOV). 

No verification of veteran’s source of funds is required if closing 
costs 
plus, difference between the sales price of the property and 
the base loan amount is <4% of the lesser of the following: 

 
- 

 
Sales price 

- Reasonable value established by a CRV or NOV. 
Verify assets to close 
in applicant’s name 

Provide original bank statements or certified true copies covering 
the 
most recent two-month period in lieu of a Verification of Deposit 
(VOD). 

Provide original bank statements or certified true copies covering 
most 
recent one-month period in lieu of a VOD. 
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Forms 
 

• Finance of America Mortgage VA ID Number 6050200000 
• VA Appraisal/Case Number Request 
• VA Loan Analysis Sheet VA Form 26-6393 
• Request for Certificate of Eligibility VA Form 26-1880 
• Copy of Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty, DD Form 214 (This is 

obtained from Veteran) 
• Verification of VA Benefits VA Form 26-8937 
• VA Addendum to URLA, pages 1 and 2 VA Form 26-1802a 
• Request for Determination of Reasonable Value VA Form 26-1805 
• Child Care Certification 
• Nearest Living Relative 
• Federal Collection Policy Notice VA Form 26-0503 
• Counseling Checklist (active personnel only) VA Form 26-0592 
• Interest Rate and Discount Statement 
• Amendatory Statement (VA Option Clause) 
• VA Assumption Notice 
• Alive and Well statement (if closing by POA) as of date of note by commanding officer 
• Interest Rate Reduction Refinancing Loan Worksheet 26-8923 
• VA Loan Comparison, for IRRRL 
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HUD/VA ADDENDUM 

The HUD/VA Addendum to the Uniform Residential Loan Application is required on all VA loans 
and must include FAM information as listed below. 

 

 

  

Finance of America Mortgage 
**Choose your respective Operations Center** 
 

 

77745-00010 
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CHECKLIST 
 

LOAN SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 
VA 

Minimum Documents Required for FAM Issued LE  - request must be received within 24 hours of the 
li ti  ☐ N/A  

☐ Fee Sheet 

☐ Settlement Service Provider List (SSPL) 

Minimum Documents Required for Broker Issued LE 
☐ N/A  
☐ Broker’s Loan Estimate 

 ☐ LE is dated within three (3) business days of the application date 
 ☐ LE does NOT include Lender’s Name or FAM’s loan # 

☐ Settlement Service Provider List (SSPL) 
 ☐ TRID version of the SSPL is used 
 ☐ A provider is listed for every fee listed in Section C of the LE 

☐ TRID Compliance Certification – must be completely filled out and signed & dated by the Loan 
Originator 

Minimum Documents Required to Submit to U/W 

☐ Submission Form - must be completely filled out 

☐ 1003 (initial and revised) - must be completely filled out 
 ☐ 1003 is signed & dated by the Loan Originator 
 ☐ If “face to face” application – 1003 is also signed & dated by borrower(s) 
 ☐ 1003 includes the Loan Originator and Broker’s NMLS #s 

☐ Borrower’s Credit Authorization (written or verbal) – n/a if 1003 is signed by the borrower(s) 

☐ AUS Findings – released to FAM 

☐ Credit Report  - dated within 90 days of the application 

☐ Income Documentation – required per AUS findings 

☐ Assets Documentation – required per AUS findings if applicable 
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Effective Date: 03/29/2016 
  

☐ Other Pertinent Documentation– i.e. source for large deposits, LOE(s) for credit, divorce 
decree, etc. 

☐ Purchase Contract (if purchase transaction) 

☐ 4506-T – must be legible, complete, wet signed and dated within 120 days of the application 

☐ SSN Authorization – must be legible, complete, wet signed and dated within 60 days of the 
application 

☐ Anti-Steering Disclosure – must be legible, complete, signed and dated (n/a if borrower paid 
comp) 

☐ VA Certificate of Eligibility – copy of the request is acceptable if not yet available 

☐ VA Analysis 26-6393 

☐ VA 26-1802a (HUD/VA Addendum to 1003) - pages 1 & 2 must be complete, signed and dated 
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RESOURCES 
VA RESOURCE CENTER 

Main Services, ACE and webLGY system  

https://vip.vba.va.gov 

VA Website – Lenders and Real Estate Professionals Homepage.  This site provides 
access to VA Circulars, Lenders Handbook, etc.  

http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/ 

VA Forms Search  

http://www.va.gov/vaforms/ 

Phoenix Regional Loan Center   

http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/phoenix/RLC_Main.htm 

Honolulu Regional Loan Center   

http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/honolulu/index.htm 

VA Guaranteed Home Loans Web Based System Guide 

http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/phoenix/RLC/PDF/RLC%20Web%20Site%20Web-
Based%20Systems%20Overview.pdf 

Condo Approval Check  

https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch 

CAIVRs Registration for Access 

 https://entp.hud.gov/idapp/html/f57register.cfm 

Paycheck Deduction Calculator 

http://www.paycheckcity.com/NetPayCalc/netpaycalculator.asp 

High Balance Loan Limits Lookup For 

2016http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-Loan-
Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf 

Military Pay Site  

http://www.dfas.mil/militarymembers.html 

  

https://vip.vba.va.gov/
http://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/
http://www.va.gov/vaforms/
http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/phoenix/RLC_Main.htm
http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/honolulu/index.htm
http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/phoenix/RLC/PDF/RLC%20Web%20Site%20Web-Based%20Systems%20Overview.pdf
http://www.vba.va.gov/ro/phoenix/RLC/PDF/RLC%20Web%20Site%20Web-Based%20Systems%20Overview.pdf
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
https://entp.hud.gov/idapp/html/f57register.cfm
http://www.paycheckcity.com/NetPayCalc/netpaycalculator.asp
http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-Loan-Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf
http://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Documents/Conforming-Loan-Limits/FullCountyLoanLimitList2016_HERA-BASED_FINAL.pdf
http://www.dfas.mil/militarymembers.html
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